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PREFACE 

The theory of topological planes (or .table p14nes, to stress the importance of the 
stability axiom) originates from the foundations of geometry. In fact, a simulta
neous axiomatic treatment of the "classical plane geometries" - the euclidean, 
hyperbolic and elliptic plane - has to combine incidence properties with topo
logical (or ordering) properties as well as some assumptions that nowadays are 
conveniently stated by means of a. group action (distance, or angles, among oth· 
ers). The use of topology instead. of an ordering makes it also possible to include, 
e .g., the complex plane geometries. Of course, the theory will be substantial only 
if one imposes some conditions on the topologies involved. It turns out that the 
assumption of locally compactness in combina.tion with connectedness singles out 
a very manageable class of topological planes. This class includes the planes whose 
point space is a two-dimensional manifold; i.e., the (topologically) nearest relatives 
of the classical plane geometries. 

Two-dimensional planes with (simply) connected lines were studied systemati
cally from the 1950's on; key papers to this part of the theory are [31) and [3). 
Turning to the higher dimensional cases, it turns out, however I that connectedness 
of the lines is not as natural a condition as it seems for two-dimensional planes. 
While stable planes of dimension 2 and 4 were studied systematically by R. LOWEN 
without assuming connectedness of lines, results on higher-dimensional planes were 
few. A major breakthrough was made by R. LOWEN's deep result [20) on -the 
possible dimensions of point spaces of stable planes; the only possibilities are 2, 4, 
8, and 16. These values are attained by the planes over the field R of real num
bers, the field C of complex numbers, the skew field H of Hamilton's quatemionB, 
and the alternative division algebra. 0 of Cayley's octonians, respectively. As a 
consequence of R . LOWEN's result, it is possible to proceed in the theory of sta
ble planes by induction on the dimension of the point space. Moreover, there is a 
"classical reference object" for each stable plane, namely the projective plane over 
FE {R, C, H, O} that has the same dimension. 

The present treatment has two aims. On the one hand, we study stable planes of 
all possible dimensions with respect to possible actions of locally compact groups. 
Our main result is that the projective and the affine planes over R, C, II, and 0 are 
the "most homogeneous stable planes" (in a sense to be made precise in 15.5). On 
the other hand, we attempt to give an overview of the existing theory. In particular, 
we have included (without proofs) the results that are needed in the proofs of the 
new results. 

In our overview of the existing theory, important special cases are excluded: We 
do not discuss the results that have been obtained under additional hypotheses on 
(simply) connectedness of the point space, or of the lines; see [31), [3), and [14). The 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The first chapter introduces hasic notions. We quote fundamental results (some of 
them quite deep) from the literature. Most of the material is known, and included 
for the sake of easy reference. 

1. Generalities 

In this section, we define stable planes and their subplanes, and collect some of tlieir 
fundamental properties. The main sources for the material are R. LOWEN'S fun
damental papers [14), [20). inspiration has also heen drawn from H. SALZMANN's 
papers ahout geometries on surfaces, and about compact projective planes. 

1.1 DEFINITION . Let P and C be sets, and / ~ P x C. Then (P,C,/) is called an 
incidence structure. For (p, L) E 1, we shall say that p and L are incident, or that 
p lies on L, or that L passes through p. An incidence structure (P, C, /) is ealJed a 
linear .pace (with point set P and line set C) if the following axioms (J) and (Q) 
are satisfied. 

(J) For any two elements p, q or P, there exists exactly one line L E C thaI is 
incident with both of them. . 

(Q) Every line L E C is incident with at least two points, and there exist lour 
points such that no three of them are incident with one line. 

1.2 NOTATION . The line L in (J) will be denoted by pV q, or pq for short. Axiom 
(J) implies that for any two lines K, L E C, there exists at most one point that 
is incident with both of them. If p is such a point, we say that K and L are 
intersecting, and write KilL := p. The set of all pairs of intersecting lines is 
denoted by VA, and the set of pairs of different points is denoted by Vv . We obtain 
mappings 

V:Vv -+ C: (p, q) >-+ pq 

II:VA -+ P: (K, L) >-+ KilL, 

the geometric ope.ratioru (joining points and intersecting lines). 
If X and Y are disjoint subsets of P, we write XY := {xy; x E X,y E Y}. If X 

and Y are subsets of C such that X x Y C VA, we write 

X IIY:= {X IIY; X E X,Y E Y} . 

More general, we write ZV := {pq; (p,q) E Z} for every subset Z of Vv, and 
ZA := {K II L; (K,L) E Z} for every subset Z of VA' 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For every subset X of P, we denote by lx tbe set of all lines tbat are incident 
with at least one point in X. For every point pEP, tbe set l, := ll,} is called 
tbe ptncil in p. 

Quite often, we sball tacitly identify eacb line witb the set of points tbat are 
incident with it . Thus "E" denotes incidence. 

Examples of linear spaces exist in abundance. In particular, every affine or 
projective space is a linear space. We shall study linear spaces that have nice topo
logical properties; namely, we require that the geometric operations are continuous 
with respect to locally compact finite-dimensional topologies on the set. of points 
and of lines. By the topological dimension dimX of a space X, we mean its small 
inductive dimension, cf. tbe Appendix. To be precise: 

1.3 DEFINITION. A .tablt plant is a linear space M = (M,M), wbere tbe point 
space M and tbe line space M are endowed witb locally compact topologies such 
that 

The mappings V (joining points) and 1\ (intersecting lines) are continuous. 
The set VA of pairs of intersecting lines is open in M x M (axiom of stability). 
The point space M has positive and finite (topological) dimension. 

Examples of stable planes are the well known projective and affine planes over the 
locally eompact connected (skew) fields R, C, H; their point spaces have dimension 
2, 4, and 8, respectively. Possibly less well known are the planes over Cayley's 
octoruons 0, these planes provide examples where the point space has dimension 16. 

A wealth of examples is provided by the class of eompact connected projective 
planes of finite dimension, and their open subplanesi see the definition of subplane 
below. Historically, the notion of stable plane originates from "line systems in the 
plane", as studied by L.A. SKORNlAKOV, H. SALZMANN, and otbers. These line 
systems were lall± also called "Salzmann planes" and "R'-planes". Note also that 
the first examples of non-desarguesian geometries were obtained as line systems in 
R' by E. BELTRAMI, F. KLEIN, and D. HILBERT. Another early example of the 
sort is F.R. MOULTON's plane. 

General iruormation about stable planes can be found in the work of R. LOWENj 
in particular, see [14], [17], [20]. 

1.4 THEOREM. 
In every stable plane M = (M,M), one bas tbe following topological properties. 

a. The spaces M) M are separable metric spaces. 
b. For every line L and every point q ¢ L, tbe restriction of V to L x {q} yields 

an open embedding of L into M •. In particular, tbe spaces L and M, are 
locally bomeomorpbic for every L E M and every pEP. 

c. Tbe spaces M, M, L x L and M, x M, are locally bomeomorphlc. 
d. Tbe spaces M, and M are globally and locally atcwise connected, and tbe 

spaces M and L are locally arcwise connected. 

PROOF. Assertions 1'--<: bave been proved by R. LOWEN in (14, 1.9, 1.2, 1.4]. 
In order to prove assertion d, we first remark that every line L is locally arcwise 
connected [14, t:i2]. From b and c we infer that M, M and M, are loca.lly arcwise 
connected as well. Since each pencil is connected (14, 1.14], we infer tbat M, is 
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I. GENERALITIES 

arcwise connected. For any two lines K I L in M, we choose points p E K and q E L 
such that p :f:. q. Now there exist arcs from K to pq in Mp and from pq to L in 
M,. 0 

As an immediate consequence of 1.4d, we obtain that projectiue stable planes 
(where 1)" consists of all pairs of different lines) are connectedj just interchange 
the roles of points and lines. 

There are competing notions of dimension for topological spaces in general. 
However, from 1.4a we infer that the most commonly used dimension functions 
(e.g., small and large inductive dimension, or covering dimension) coincide on these 
spaces, of. [10]. The same applies to M, to each line L (considered as a subset 
of M), and to each pencil M •. If one of these spaces is a topological manifold, 
i.e., locally homeomorphic to R" for some n, then its topological dimension equals 
n . An important feature of small inductive dimension is that it is locally defined 
and monotone (even if applied to subspaces that are not closed). This will be im
portant if we study subplanes. The equality dim M = dim M allows us to define 
dimM:= dimM for every stable plane M = (M,M). 

For our purposes, the following deep results of R. LOWEN [20] are fundamental. 

1.5 DIMENSION THEOREM. 

a. The only possible values for dim M are the integers 2, 4, 8, and 16. 
b. For each point p E M, the line pencil M. = {L; pEL E M} is a compact 

connected homotopy I-sphere, where 1= dimM. = dimL = ! dimM. 
c. A closed subset Y of X E {M, M} U M U {M.; p E M} has nonempty 

interior if, and only if, dim Y = dimX. 
d. Every connected open subset Y of X E {M,M} U M U {M.; p EM} is a 

Cantor manifold; i.e., Y \ Z is connected for every closed subspace Z of Y 
; with dimZ < dimX-1. 

The restriction on the dimension of the point space suggests an inductive treat
ment. For this purpose, we need suitable notions of 5ubplane.s. 

1.6 DEFINITIONS. Let M = (M,M) be a linear .pace. For any subset D of M, 
let MID be the set of lines that are incident with at least two points of D. Then 
D = (D, MID) is eaIled the geometry induced on D. If D contain ... quadrangle (i.e., 
four points such that no three of them are collinear), then D is called a .ubplane of 
M. A subplaneD = (D,MID) is eaIledfull (in M), if D contains each point of M 
that is the intersection of two lines of MID. A subplane of a stable plane is eaIled 
optn, closed, d-dimensional etc., if its point space has the property in question. 

There are two important cases where a subplane is a stable plane again: if the 
subplane is open, or if it is a closed full subplane of positive dimension. Passing 
to open subplanes will help to reduce the number of cases in proofs; e.g., one 
often deletes a. closed subset of points with special properties. The open subplanes 
of compact connected projective planes form a large class of examples of stable 
planes. There are, however, stable planes that do not admit open embeddings into 
projective planes (see [53] for an easy example). 

Note that, for each full subplane D = (D,V), the geometry indueed on the 
closure of D is a closed full subplane. If a subset X of M contains a quadrangle, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

then there is a sm.uest closed full subplane (X) of M, called the subplane generated 
6yX. 

We have the following maximum property for full closed subplanes of positive 
dimension: 

1.7 LEMMA. Let E = (E,e) be a full closed subplane ofM witb dimE> O. If 
E c F and F = (F,:r) is a closed subplane, tben dimE < dimF. 

PROOF . Assume that dim E = dim F . According to [20, Th. lIc»), E has nonempty 
interior EO in F. For any point z E F, choose points %,y E EO such that y ri zz. 
Each of the lines xz, yz meets the open set EO in more than one point. Thus xz 
and yz belong to e and hence z E E, since E is full. 0 

Of particular interest are proper full closed subplanes that have the maximal 
possible dimension. 

1.8 DEFINITION. A closed full subplane B = (B,8) ofM is c.ued a Baer subplane, 
ifdimB=!dimM. 

In the theory of projective planes, the notion of a Baer subplane is defined 
already; there it means a subplane with the property that every point of the larger 
plane lies on a line of the subplane. In order to prove that this notion is consistent 
with 1.8, we need two lemmas. The first of them will also be fundamental for the 
study of straight actions. 

1.9 RESULT. [15, 1.1) Let M = (M, M) be a stable plane, and assume that C is a 
subset of M such tbat eacb point x E M is incident with exactly one member L% 
of £. Tben tbe following bold. 

a. The line L% depends continuously on z. In partkular, connectedness of M 
implies tbat C. is connected. 

b . Tbe set C is closed in M, and locally bomeomorphic to a line in M . fu 
particular, C. is a locally compact separable metric space, and dim £. = 

t dimM. 

Mutatis mutandis, the assertions of 1.9 about C. still hold true if there only exists 
a neighborhood U in M such that every point of U lies on a member of c., as one 
easily sees after passing to the stable plane that is induced on the interior of U. 

1.10 LEMMA. Let M = (M,M) be & stable plane, and assume that B = (B,8) 
is a full closed subpl811e such tbat dimB = tdimM. Tben there exist arbitrarily 
small compact neigbborboods in B tbat are bomeomorphic to neighborboods in a 
pencil M • . 

PROOF . Choose a compact neighborhood V in B and a point x E M \ B. The 
mapping 7r: V 4- Ms : b t-+ bz is continuous and closed (since V is compact) . Since 
B is full, there is at most one line in 8 n M s , and we may choose V such that 7!' is 
injective. Then V is homeomorphic to W = V .. , hence dimW = dimMs, and W 
is a neighborhood of some line in M. by 1.5c. 0 

Note that B and Mz are in fact locally homeomorphic, since the spaces M, M, 
L, and M. have the domain invariance property [20, llb»). 
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2. MORPHISMS 

1.11 COROLLARY. Let M = (M,M) be a stable plane. Iftbere is a Baer subplane 
B = (B,B) sucb tbat B is a (topological) manifold, tben each line pencil ofM (and 
bence eacb LiIJe and tbe point space M) is a manifold. 

1.12 THEOREM . Let M = (M, M) be a stable plane, and assume tbat B = (B, B) 
is a proper full closed subplane. Tben dim B = t dim M if, and only if, tbe set of 
points tbat are incident with an element of B has nonempty interior in M. 

PROOF. If X is a nonempty open set of points that are incident with an element 
of B, then X \ B is a nonempty open subset of M. Since B is a full subplane, every 
point of X \ B is incident with exactly one element of B. Applying 1.9b to the 
stable plane (X \ B,Mlx\B), we obtain that dim 8 = ~ dimM. 

Now assume that dim B = ~ dim M. Let K be a LiIJe in 8, and choose a point 
% E K \ B and a line L E M. \ {K}. Since B is full, we know that L <t B. By 
stability, we find compact neighborhoods U of K in B and V of L in M% such that 
U x V ~ V A' If we choose these neighborhoods small enough, we obtain in addition 
that U n V ~ M \ B and that U is homeomorphic to a neighborhood in M.. In 
particular, we have that dimU x V = dimM z x Mz = dimM. 

We claim that the restriction "Iuxv is an injection. Assume that there eXist 
Ki E U and L. E V such that K. A L. = K2 A L2. Since U" V contains no point 
of the full subplane B, we infer that K, = K •. The equality L, = L. follows from 
the fact that Li E M% o We conclude that U A V is a homeomorphic image of the 
compact space U x V. In particular, dim(U" V) = dim M . According to 1.5c, the 
set U A V has nonempty interior in M. and the theorem is proved. 0 

2. Morphi.ms 

In this section, we introduce a category of stable planes and derive basic results ~n 
morphisms in this category. The main source is [46], cf. also [50]. The fundamental 
theorem on Aut M is taken from [14, 2.9]. 

2.1 DEFINITION. Let E = (E,e) and F = (F,F) be linear spaces. A mapping 
11': E --t F is called a lineation from E to F if for each line L E £ there exists a line 
L' E F (not necessarily unique) such that L" ~ L'. A lineation 7f is called collap .. d 
if the image E7t is contained in some line H E ~. 

Including a mapping of lines in the definition would be redundant for injective 
lineations. 

2.2 RESULT. (46, 3] Let 7f: E -+ F be an injective LiIJeation from a stable plane 
(E,e) to a stable plane (F,F). 

a. Tbere eJcists a unique mapping >.: e -+ F sucb tbat L" ~ L' for each LEe. 
h. If 11' is noncollapsed, then >.. is injective. 
c. If 11' is continuous, then >.. is continuous. 

2.3 RESULT. (46,6] If a continuous LiIJeation 7f: E -+ F from a stable plane (E, e) 
to a stable plane (F,F) is not injective, tben eitber 7f is collapsed or 7f is locally 
constant. 

The assertion of 2.3 has been proved in [46] for stable planes in a wider sense: 
The point space is only required to be nondiscrete, but need neither be locally 



l. INTRODUCfION 

compact nor of positive or finite dimension. For stable planes in the sense of 1.3, 
the converse of 2.3 is also true. 

2.4 THEOREM. If a continuous lineation lr: E -+ F from a stable plane (E, £) to 
a stable plane (F,r) with dimE = dimF is injective, then" is neither collapsed 
Dor locally const&nt. 

PROOF. Let U be a compact neighborhood in E. Since 1f is injective, the restriction 
"Iu is a homeomorphism onto U". Consequently, dimU" = dimE = dimF, and 
U cannot be contained in a line of F. 0 

If E is connected (in particular, if E is projective), then every noncollapsed 
lineation is injective. It is easy to produce examples of noncollapsed locally constant 
lineations of stable planes that are not connected. 

2.5 EXAMPLE. For any stable plane (E,£) and any triangle "',y,z in E there are 
neighborhoods X , Y, Z o{z, Y,z , respectively. such that XY,XZ, YZ are mutually 
djsjoint neighborhoods of the lines zy, zZ,yz in C, respectively. Hence the mapping 

: {X ifp EX 
,,:XUyUZ->XUyUZ:p .... y ifpE Y 

z ifp E Z 

is a locally constant lineation of the stable plane that is induced on tbe point set 
X U Y U Z . The same procedure applies if we replace the triangle by any discrete 
subset 5 of E with the property that no line meets 5 in more tban two points. 

Theorem 2.3 and the examples motivate the introduction of a category StP of 
stable planes, whose morphisDlS are continuous injective noncollapsed lineations. 
In contrast, for a aJ,tegory of projective planes one would take as morphisms those 
lineations whose image contains a quadrangle (and hence is a projective plane). 

Using the fact that M has the domain invarianceproperty [20, Ub)), one obtains 
that images of morphisms in StP are stable planes. 

2.6 RFsULT. ' [46,8) Let M '= (M,M) be astable plane. Then each endomorphism 
7r of M is an open mapping. Moreover, 11'" is &D isomorphism from (M, M) onto 
(M",MIM')' 

As a consequence of 2.6, we have that each sem.igroup of endomorphisDlS of a 
stable plane is "almost a group": 

2.7 RESULT . [46,101 Assume that M = (M,M) is a stable plane, and let E be 
a set of endomorpbisms of M, endowed with the compact-open topology derived 
from tbe action on M . IfE is dosed under composition, tben E is a cancellative 
topological serrugroup; i.e., {or 11'", Q, {3 E E, the implications 1I'"Q = 11'"{3 => a = {3 and 
all" = {J" => a = (J hold. 

The problem whether or not a cancellative nonabelian semigroup is embeddable 
in some group is a delicate one. Interesting results have been obtained for the case 
that the semigroup is locally euclidean, or even analytic. In particular, there are 
examples of analytic semigroups that are not embeddable in groups. See (9) or [12) 
for the state of the art . 
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3. ACTIONS 

2.8 REMARK. The existence of proper endomorphisms sharply distinguishes the 
class of stable planes from the subclass of compact connected projective planes, d . 
(46, 9]. In fact, there exist stable planes whose endomorphisms form a semigroup 
that is substantially bigger than the group of automorphisms, cf. (46, 14, 15]. There 
arises the interesting question whether or not it is possible to describe certain 
stable planes from a semigroup of endomorphisms, while the corresponding group 
of automorphisms is too small to determine the plane. However, this question will 
not be pursued here. 

Another consequence of 2.3 and 2.6 is the fact that every continuous 6urjective 
lineation of stable planes is an isomorphism. 

2.9 RESULT . (14,2.3, 2.9] Endowed with the compact-open topology derived from 
the action on M, the group Aut M of all 8utomorphisms (i.e., continuous surjective 
lineations) of M is a locally compact separable transformation group both on M 
andM. 

From the fact that every compact subgroup of Aut M has finite dimension [511, 
we infer that Aut M has finite dimension. Thus Aut M is "almost a Lie group" , d. 
the Appendix. 

We close this section with the assertion that endomorphisms respect the process 
of generating subplanes. 

2 .10 LEMMA. Let M = (M, M) be a stable plane, and assume that X <;; M 
contains a quadrangle. Then (X) is invariant under each endomorphism Q of M 
that leaves X invariant, and Q acts trjvjally on (X) j{ tbe action o{ Q on X is trivial. 

PROOF. This follows from the fact that it is possible to describe (X) "from below" j 
see ,[43, 3.1]. 0 

3. Actions 

In this section, we define actions of topological groups on stable planes. Thus 
we generalize the notion of "group of automorphisms". Restrictions of actions to 
invariant subplanes or to interesting subgroups (e.g., Lie subgroups) become more 
easily tractable. 

3.1 DEFINITION. By an action of a topological group 6. on M we mean a continuous 
group homomorphism a: 6. ~ Aut M. H there is no danger of confusion, we just 
say that 6. acts on M. An injective action will be called effective, and an action 
with totally disconnected kernel will be ealled almo.t effective. 

If 6. acts effectively on M, we shall also eall t'>. a group of automorphi", .. of M, 
although the topology of t'>. may be finer than that of 6. a. 

In view of the fact that Aut M is locally compact (c!. 2.9). actions of locally 
compact groups are of particular interest. Exactly the closed subgroups of Aut M 
are loeally compact (with respect to the induced topology). However, there may be 
continuous injective group homomorphisms from locally compact groups into Aut M 
such that the image is not a. closed subgroup 1. In particular, such a situation might 

1 E.g., the mapping t ..... (.il .i.') is a continuous injective group homomorphism (rom R to 

the group GL2C with oonclosed image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

occur if we restrict a given action to some invariant subplane; see the next section 
for details. 

Apart from the fact that we lose certain compactness criteria, there do not arise 
substantial additional problems from the change of the topology that occurs with 
actions whose image is Dot closed in Aut M. By arguments similar to those in 
[43, 3.2), even results that use compactness critcria may be transferred. Of course, 
any (continuous) action of a compact group has closed image in Aut M. 

The structure theory of locally compact groups is well developed, see the Appen
dix. The following observation will be fundamental for our study of "large" groups 
of automorphisms, since it provides a "logarithmic" analog for counting arguments, 
as used in the study of finite geometries. 

3.2 RESULT. (8) c£. Al.13. Let I::. be a topological transformation group on a 
separable metric space oftinite dimension, and assume tbat there exists a countable 
covering of ll. by relatively compact open subsets. Then the dimensions of orbits 
and stabilizers are related in the following way: 

dim z" = dim 1::./(1::..) and dim I::. = dim z" + dim 1::. •. 

In general, the orbit z" and the coset .pace 1::./(1::..) are not homeomorphic. Ifz" 
is locally compact (in particular, if t::,. is compact), then the canonical bijection is 8. 

homeomorphism. 

Recall from 1.4 that the spaces M, M, L and M, are separable metric for every 
stable plane M = (M,M) and every L E M, p EM. If C. is a subset of M such 
that every point of some neighborhood in M lies on a unique member of £, then £ 
is separable metric as well, d . 1.9. 

A locally compact group I::. has a countable covering by relatively compact open 
subsets if, and omly if, there exists an open subgroup rI such that rI/(I::.') modulo 
the connected component 1::.' of I::. is compact and I::./rl is countable. In particular, 
this is the case if 6. is connected, or if 1::./(1::.') is countable, or if 1::./(1::.') is compact. 

3.3 DEFINITIONS. Assume that the group I::. acts on a stable plane (M,M). 
a. The (action of the) group I::. is called pl.""., ifthe set Fix I::. of fixed points 

has positive dimension and contains a quadrangle. 
b. If each orbit :z:6 is contained in a line L~I then (the action of) .6. is called 

dreight. In this situation, the line Lz is uniquely determined {or each point 
z that i. moved by 1::., and we sball write M" = {L.; z E M \ Fixl::.}. 

c. If.6. acts trivially on M,. {or some point z EM, then z is called the center 
of 1::.. 

d . If I::. acts trivially on some line L E M, then L is called an azi. of 1::.. 
e. 1f.6. acts trivially on some nonempty open subset U of some line L EM, 

then Lu := L is called a .femi-4%i., of ~. 

3.4 REMARK. Straight actions have been called "quasi-perspective" in the liter. 
ature. However, since the terms ~perspectivity" and "projectivity" are nowadays 
reserved for mappings between lines (or pencils) that are abt.uned by (repeated) 
"projecting" , the term "quasi-perspectivity" should no longer be used to denote a 
special type of collineation. 
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If a acts straightly and nontrivially, then every point of the open set M \ Fix a 
lies on a member of M,6. According to 1.9b, the set M.o. is locally homeomorphic 
to a line in M, and dimM", = t dimM. 

It is easy to see that the geometry induced on the set of fixed points of a planar 
group is a full closed subplane F = (F,F), where dimF > O. In fact, planar groups 
are just the kernels of restrictions to (closed iull) suhplanes of positive dimension. 

3.5 REMARKS. It is not known whether or not the stabilizer of a quadrangle Q in 
a stable plane is a planar groUPi i.e., whether or not the subplane (Q) has positive 
dimension. Even in the case of projective planes (of dimension 8 or 16), it is 
conceivable that dim(Q) = 0, cr. (34). Groups that act trivial on some nonducrete 
subplane were called .. mi-planar in (43). 

It is easy to construct examples of (nonprojective) stable planes with a quadran
gle Q that generates a finite subplane; one has to remove some of the intersection 
points of lines that occur during the process of generating (Q). 

In Chapter III, we shall heavily use information about planar groups, while 
subplanes of dimension 0 do not occur at all. This is due to the fact that planar 
groups occur quite naturally, if one studies centralizers. 

3.6 LEMMA. Let 6. be a connected nontrivial group of automorphisms of a stable 
plane M = (M, M). 

a. If there is a point % E M such that tbe orbit %.6 is not contained in any 
line, then x'" generates a subplane E = (E,t:), where dimE;::: dim x'" > O. 
For each subgroup W of Aut M that commutes with 6., the stabilizer w z 

acts trivially on E. 
b. If there is no such orbit, then 6. acts straightly. In this case, for any two 

points x E M \ Fix a and y E M \ (Fix au L.), the set x'" U y'" generates 
a subplane F = (F,F), where dimF;::: 2dim,,'" > O. For each subgrpup >It 
of Aut M that commutes with a, the stabilizer >It •• , acts trivially on F. 

PROOF. Asswne first that %.6 is not contained in any line. Since %.6 is connected, 
it follows that x'" contains a quadrangle. For the subplane E = (E,t:) that is 
generated by %.6, we have that • .6 S; E and therefore dim. E ~ dim. %.6. 

If ll. acts straightly, we choose a point % that is moved by 6.. Then %.6 is 
contained in a line Lz , and 6. cannot fix all points outside L~. For every point y 
outside L~ that is moved by 6., we infer that %.6 U y.6 contains a quadrangle. The 
orbit x'" is contained in a line of the subplane F = (F,;n that is generated by 
,,'" Uy", whence dimF;::: 2 dim x"'. 0 

A typical problem in the theory of stable planes with "much homogeneity' (i.e., 
with a "large group of automorphisms") is the following. Determine "all" actions 
Q: a --> Aut M of a given (locally compact) group a, where M belongs to a given 
class of stable planes (e.g., the class of m-dimensional planes, or a class of planes 
with other special properties). In particular, we need a notion of equivalent action. 
The restriction of a to some open invariant subplane yields an action again. Finally, 
there is the problem wbether or not the stable plane M can be embedded in a larger 
plane (in particular, a projective plane!) such that the action a extends. 

The following definition (which amounts to the introduction of a category of 
actioru) covers phenomena like "equivalent actions" or "equivariant embeddings". 
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3.7 DEFINITION. Let a:r -+ AutE and p:6. -+ AutF be actions of topological 
groups r, 6. on stable planes E = (E,C) and F = (F,:F). A pair (",I') is called a 
morphism 0/ action.t if 1': r -+ 6. is a morphism of topological groups and ,,: E -+ F is 
a morphism in StP (Le., 1f: E -+ F is a continuous injective noncollapsed lineation) 
such that the following diagram commutes. 

Exr 
(~ • .,.) .... %b") 

E 
"XI' ~ ~. 
Fx6. F 

<r,I)o-+,('-) 

If p is injective, we say that (7r,p) is an embedding of actionr, recall that 1r is 
injective by definition, and open by 2.6. H 1r and J1 are isomorphisms, we call (7r I p) 
a qUQ3i-equivalence of actioru. If moreover, r = 6. and JJ = idr, then (1!',idr) is 
called an equivalence of action". 

See [50] for a general discussion of categories of actions on incidence structures. 

3.8 EXAMPLES. 

A. The action of tbe connected component n ~ PSL.R of the real byperbolic 
motion group on tbe (interior) byperbolic plane is embedded in AD action 
of {} on the modified hyperbolic planes that were constructed by H. SALZ
MANN, cf. [21). However, there is no embedding of the action of the full 
hyperbolic motion group (including the reflections) in an action on a mod
ified hyperbolic plane. 

h. K. STRAM BACH has constructed a 2-dimensional stable plane with an action 
Q of the group E of all real 2 x 2·matrices of determinant ±1, see [40], cf. 
also [29]. He proved tbat tbis action cannot be embedded in an action on 
a 2-dimensional projective plane. Later, R. LOWEN proved that there ' is 
no proper embedding of a in any action on a 2-dimensional stable plane 
[21]. However, there exist embeddings of Q in the action of the group 
of alr complex 2 x 2·matrices of determinant ±1 on R. LOWEN's complex 
analog to K. STRAM BACH 's plane [49]. Moreover, tbe restriction of a to 
tbe m8Jcimal compact subgroup O.R ofE embeds into an action ofO.R on 
a 2-dimensional projective plane [54, 17]. 

4. Restrictions of actions 

In the study of geometries with large automorphism groups it is often convenient 
to restrict the action of the group to some subgeometry. In the case of topological 
geometries, there arises the question whether or not the topology of the group 
is affected seriously by the restriction. All the material in this section is taken 
from [4]. 

For each subset X ~ M, the restriction map 0 t-+ olx is continuous with respect 
to the compact-open topologies on C(M,M) and C(X,M). If X is invariant, then 
the corestriction to X does not change the topology. However, the restriction map 
need neither be open nor closed. IT, in particular, the set X is 6-invariant for some 
closed subgroup 6. of AutM, then the group 6.lx need not be closed in Aut (X), 
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and Ll.lx need not be topologically isomorphic to the factor group Ll./K, where K i. 
the kernel of the restriction. The continuity of the restriction map, however, yields 
the following information about the closure T of t.lx in Aut (X). 

a. If Ll./K is compact, then t.lx is compact and hence closed in Aut (X) . 
Consequently, the groups t.IK and t.lx are topologically isomorphic. 

b. If t::../K is connected, then T is connected. 
c. dim Ll./K = dim t.lx ~ dim T, see Al.13. 
d. The factor group t.IK is abelian, nilpotent, or solvable if, and only if, the 

group T has the property in question. 

4.1 EXAMPLE. Let r be tbe group of all orientation-preserving simiJarities of tbe 
Euclidean pJane tbat fix the origin. Tbis group is isomorphic to t. = R x (R/Z). 
The eJement (I, ,,+Z) generates a discrete subgroup Z E!! Z of Ll.. Tbe projectionpr, 
to the second factor of A, however, maps Z onto a dense subgroup_ This projection 
corresponds to the restrict jon of r to the pencil in the origin (or to the line at 
infinity) . Hence pr,lz is not a quotient mapping, altbougb pr, is (d. [1, 3.81l . 

We know of no example for a restriction to a subplane tha.t is not a quotient 
mapping. It has been shown that restrictions to Baer subplanes in compact pro
jective planes are quotient mappings [41; the proof rests on the compactness of the 
point space. For actions on stable planes, we know at least that passing to open 
subplaoes does not affect the topology. 

4.2 RESULT . [4,4[ 
Let M = (M, M) be a stabJe pJane, and Jet b. be a subgroup of Aut M. 

a. Tbe compact-open topologies derived from t.he actions on AI and M, re
I spectively, coincide for fl.. 

h. For eac.h nonempty open subset U of M, t.he compactpopen topologies de-
I rived from tbe action on M and t.he restriction to U I respectively, coindde 

for Ll.. 
c. For each nonempty open subset U of M, tbe compact-open topoJogies de

rived from t.he action on M and t.he restriction to U, respectively, coincide 
for Ll. . 

d. [43, 4.6) If Ll. is pJanar and p E Fix fl., then the compact-open topologies de
rived from t.he action on M and t.he restriction to M" respectively, coincide 
for Ll.. 

The following consequence of 4.2 generalizes a result of H. HAUL about actions 
on transla.tion planes. 

4.3 RESULT. [4,5[ Assume tbat =: = Rm and Jet ~ be a closed subgroup ofGLmR. 
T.he linear action of <J on =: gives rise to a semi-direct product l:i = I) 0<:::. Let 
M = (M, M) be a stabJe plane such tbat dim M = m. Tben each effective action 
Q: Ll. -> Aut M such tbat ~~ = (t.~), for some point p EM (or ~~ = (Ll.~)L for 
some Jine L E M) is a topoJogical embedding. 
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CHAPTER II 

A COMPILATION OF KNOWN RESULTS 

The second chapter comprises more specialized results about actions of locally 
compact groups on stable planes. 

5. Planar actions 

In this section, we coIled some of the results on planar actions. Bounds for the 
dimension of " planar group (depending on the dimension of the plane and on the 
dimension of the set of fixed points) are of particular interest for the applications 
in subsequent sections. The material is taken from [43), which was inspired by 
H. SALZMANN's work on automorphism groups of locally compact ternary fields 
[34), [35). 

5.1 RESULT . [43,6.1,6.3,6.8,6.10) Let M be a stable plane. Any closed subgroup 
~ of Aut M that acts trivially on a Bur subplane B = (B, B) is compact. 

This compactness criterion is useful since the structure of compact planar groups 
is strictly restrained. 

5.2 RESULTS . Let ~ be a compact connected planar group on a stable plane M. 
a. [15, 1.6) If dim M :5 4, tben tl = 1. 
b. [43,6.13, a)) If dimM = 8, tben eitber tl :::: S03K, tl :::: SO,K, tl = 1, or 

tl is an abelian nOD-Lie group. In any case, dim tl < 3. 
c. [43, 6.13, b)) If dimM = 16, tben eitber tl is of type G" or dimtl :5 8 

and tl is isomorpbic to one of tbe groups SU,C, SO.K, U,C, SU,C, SO,K, 
SO,K x SO,K, SO,K, 1, or tl is a nOD-Lie group of dimension < 7. 

d. [43, 6.3,6.8) Iftbe set offixed points of tl carries a Baer subplane ofM, tben 
either dimM:5 4 and tl = 1, or dimM = 8 and dimtl:5 1, or dimM = 16 
and dim tl:5 3, or dimM = 16 and tl is a Don-Lie group (and dimtl < 7). 

e. [43,6.10) If tl i. abelian, tben dim tl < ! dim M. 

There is a conjecture that every closed planar group is compact. Even in the case 
of projective planes, however, this could be verified only under various additional 
assumptions. such as associativity of the addition in a corresponding ternary field, 
or existence of (a tower of) Baer subplanes, or differentiability of the geometric 
operations. As a concequence, we have to work with results that provide only 
weaker information about the structure and the dimension of planar groups. In the 
case of 16·dimensional planes, this has the consequence that Our bounds for the 
dimension of solvable, or almost simple groups of automorphisms are probably not 
sharp. 
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5.3 REsULT. Rigidity properties of eight-dimensional planes [43, 7.6J 
Let A be a nontrivial planar group of an eigbt-dimensional stable plane. Tben 
dim A + dim Fix A :5 5. 

5.4 RESULT. Rigidity properties of 16-dimensional planes [43, 8.21J 
Let A be a closed planar subgroup of Aut M, wbere M = (M, M) is a stable plane, 
and dim M = 16. 

a. Either dim A :5 12, or tbe identity component of A is isomorphic to the 
compact exceptional Lie group of type G2( _14) or tbe semi-direct product 
of the groups sU,e and C'. In both cases, dimA = 14. 

b. If dim Fix A = 8, tben A is compact, and dim A :5 7. 
c. If dim Fix A = 4, then dim A :5 I!. 
d. If41 is a nontrivial, connected subgroup of A, then either dim CA 41 :5 11, or 

dim A = 12. 
e. If A is semi-simple, then A - G,(-14 )o or dim A :5 10. 

6. Straight actions, involutions 

In this section, we collect material on straight actions from the existing literature. 
Of particular interest are involutory automorphisms (these are always straight) , 
and their centralizers. Information about involutions will be useful in the study of 
actions of semi-simple groups. The material is taken from [47J . 

6.1 RESULT. [47, Th. 5J Let (M,M) be a stable plane, and let J ", 1 be an 
automorphism of prime order. 1£ 6 is straigbt, in particular, if 6 is an involution, 
then one (and only one) ofthe following holds. 

a. 6 is freej i,e., Fix 0 = 0, 
b. J is a Baer collineation; i.e. , (FixJ, M[rixl) is a Baer subplane. 
c. J has a center or an axis (or both). 

Examples of free involutions are easily constructed by deleting the fixed points 
from M. Similarly, one obtains involutions with an axis, but no center, or vice 
versa. Note, however, that axial involutions always fix exactly two lines in the 
pencil M" in a point a of the axis, just as if they had some "imaginary center" t d. 
[47, 7J. The second fixed line through a will be denoted by C •. 

6.2 RESULT. [47,8J Let A be an elementary abelian group of automorphisms of 
a stable plane (M, M) and assume tbat tbere is a line A E M such tbat A is tbe 
axis of each J E A. Then A is cyclic. In particular, commuting involutions with 
tbe same axis are equal. 

6.3 RESULT. "Triangle Lemma" [47, IOJ 
Let M be a stable plane, and let 41 and A be subgroups of A ut M sucb tbat 41 fixes 
a point x and A fixes a triangle pointwise. 

a. Iftbere are three commuting involutions in 41, tben at least one oftbem bas 
no axis tbrougb oX . 

b. If tbere are four commuting involutions in ~, tben at least one of them is a 
Baer collineation. 
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c. If tbere are tbree commuting involutions in 'Ii sucb tbat each of tbem bas 
center and axis, then the centers form a nondegenerate triangle. 

d. Let a, p, "'I be three commuting involutions in f),. . If none of tbem is a Baer 
collineation, tben "'I = ap, and (o,P):!' (Z/2Z)' . 

In the study of stable planes with large automorphism groups, it will be useful 
to have upper bounds for the dimension of straight groups. 

6 .4 REsULT. [47, 11) Let f),. be a locally compact group of automorphisms of a 
stable plane M = (M,M) witb dimM = 21. 

a . If f),. bas a semi-axis, tben dim f),. $ 31. 
b . If f),. acts straigbtly, tben dim f),. $ 31. 
c. Iff),. acts straigbtly and bas a semi-axis, tben dimf),. < I. 
d. If ~ bas a serru·ms U and centralizes an involution u E 6, then" has axis 

Lu. Consequently, dim f),. $ I, and f),. acts freely on M. \ {Lv, C.} for each 
point u E U. 

Subgroups of the classical groups give examples that show that the bounds in 6.4 
are sharp. Much lower bounds can be proved for compact groups. To some extent, 
these bounds may replace the information that a compact connected straight group 
on a compact connected projective plane of finite dimension acts freely outside the 
set of fixed points. 

6.5 RESLLT. [51,2.14) Let e be a compact connected straigbt group on a stable 
plane M = (M,M) . 

a. Each point orbit bas dimension strictly less tban t dimM. 
b. If dimM = 2, ~ tben a = 1. 
c. If dim M = 4,; tben a is abelian, and dim a $ 2. 
d. Ifa is almost simple, tben eitberdimM = 8 and dim a = 3, ordimM = 16, 

and dim a $ 28. 

7. Actions of compact groups 

The possibilities for actions of compact groups are much more restrained than for 
actions of locally compact groups in general. The results that are collected in this 
section will also help to exclude actions of large almost simple groups, since almost 
simple groups tend to contain rather large compact subgroups. The material is 
taken from [51). 

7.1 RESULT. Maio Theorem on compact groups of automorphisms [51) 
Let M = (M,M) be a stable plane, wbere dimM = 21, and let P,F be tbe 
projective plane over the I-dimensional real alternative division algebra F (i ,e., 
FE {R, C, H, O}, according to I). 
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a. If 'Ii is a compact connected group of automorphisms of M, tben 'Ii is iso
morphic to tbe eJ1jptic motion group E on P,F, or dim 'Ii < dimE - dimM 
(i.e., tbe dimension of tbe stabilizer of a point). 

b. If'li" (locally) isomorphic to E, tben M ~ P,F, and tbe action of'li on M 
is equivalent to tbe usual action ofE on P,F. 



8. ACTIONS OF COMPACT GROUPS 

Note that the elliptic motion group has dimension 3 8 21 or 52 according to , t, , 

the value of I. Hence the bound dim E - dim M equals 1, 4, 13, or 36, respectively. 
There are only rew isomorphism types of compact Lie groups of low dimension. 

Since Aut M is a Lie group ifdimM = 20r ifdimM = 4 and dim Aut M ~ 4, we have 
precise information about the possibilities for compact groups of automorphisms of 
stable planes of low dimension. 

7.2 RESULT. [51,3.1] Let 4> be a nontrivial compact connected group of automor· 
phisms of a 2-dimensional stable plane M. Then 4> 0< SO,R, or ~ ~ SO,R. In 
the latter case, the plane M is isomorphic to the projective plane over R, and the 
action of tI is equivalent to the usual one. 

7.3 RESULT. [51,3.2] Let 4> be a compact connected group of automorphisms of 
a 4-dimensional stable plane M. Thea either dim 4> 5 4 and 4> is isomorphic to one 
of the groups U2C, SU2C, S03R, or ~ is an abelian group of dimension at most 3, 
or ~ - PSU le. In the last case, the plane M is isomorphic to the projective plane 
over C, and the action of cfJ is equivalent to the usual one. 

For compact groups of automorphisms of stable planes of dimension 8 or 16, the 
picture is more complicated. The following results have been used in the proofs of 
7.1,7.2, and 7.3, but are also of their own interest. 

7.4 RESULT. [19] Let M = (M,M) be a stable plane, and let r be a group of 
autornorphisms of M. If there are two points Xl , X2 E M such that the stabilizer 
r %i acts transitively on the line pencil M%; ({or i E {I, 2}), then M contains a flag 
homogeneous open subplane E. This subplane is isomorpmc to the elliptic, hyper
bolic or euclidean plane of the adequate dimension. In particular, E is isomorphic 
ti> an open subplane ofthe projective plane P,F (where F E {R, C, H, O}, according 
th dim M), and r is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut P,F. 

7.5 RESULT. [51,2.10] Let t:;. be a compact connected group ofautomorphisms of 
a stable plane M = (M, M) . 

a. If there is a point", such that dim "," = dimM, then M is isomorphic to the 
projective plane over R, C, H, orO, according to dim M, and t::. is isomorphic 
to the corresponding elliptic motion group E (i.e., PSO,R, PSU,C, PSU.H, 
or F'(_52), respectively). Moreover, the action of 11 on M is eqwvalent to 
the usual action of E. 

b. If t:;. fixes a point'" E M and there is a line L through'" such that I = 
dimM. = dimL", then M. is homeomorphic to the sphere St, and t:;. is 
a two-fold coveriog group ofSOl+1R (i.e., SO,R for I = 1, and Spinl+l for 
I> 1). Moreover, the action of t:;. on M. is equivalent to the usual (linear, 
almost etrective) action on St. In particular, the central involution of t:;. has 
center z . 

c. If t:;. fixes a line L and there is a point'" E L such that 1 = dim L = dim z", 
then L is homeomorphic to the sphere St, and t:;. is a two-fold covering group 
ofSOl+1 R . Moreover, the action of 11 on L is equivalent to the usual action 
on S,. In particular, the line L is a projective line (i.e ., it meets each other 
line), and the central involution of t:;. has axis L. 
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8. Solvable groups 

Before we turn to almost simple groups in the next section, we report on results 
about the other extreme. 

8.1 RESULT. [45,2.111 Assume that A is a solvable group of automorphisms of a 
stable plane M = (M,M), where dimM S 4. Then dim A S i dimM. 

8 .2 ExAMPLE. The bound in 8.1 is sharp: For FE {R,q, the solvable group 

acts effectively on the projective plane P.F, and dim A = i dim P.F. 

Turning to planes of higber dimension, the bound ~ dim M is no longer attained 
in tbe projective case, cr. [26]. Tbe prooHor tbe projective case beavily relies on tbe 
existence of fixed elements for solvable groups and tbe structure theory for compact 
connected projective planes. Tbus it does not carry over to tbe general case. We 
have the following result (which might be improved). 

8.3 RESULT. [45,2.13] Assume that A is a solvable group of automorphisms of a 
stable plane M = (M, M). 

a. IfdimM = 8, tben dim A S 18 « ~dimM). 
b. If dim M = 16, tben dim A S 40 (= ~dimM). 

8.4 EXAMPLE. Tbe solvable group 

A={ (a ~ n;b,c,eER;a,d,f EC; adf7!O;IfI=1} ---

acts almost effectively on tbe projective plane P,R, and dim A = 17. According to 
[26]. this is tbe maximal possible dimension for a solvable group of automorphisms 
of an eigbt-dimensional compact projective plane. For tbe case of 16-dimensional 
compact projective planes, M. LiiNEBURG bas proved tbat a solvable group of 
automorphisms can bave dimension 30 at most [26]. He also gives examples tbat 
show tbat this bound is sharp. 

9. Actions of almost simple groups 

In this section, we collect results about possible actions of almost simple groups on 
stable planes of dimension at most 8, and about possible actions of compact almost 
simple groups on stable planes of arbitrary dimension. The results on 2-dimensional 
planes are due to H. SALZMANN, K. STRAM BACH, and, in final form, to R. LOWEN 
[21]. The 4-dimensional case has been solved completdy by R. LiiwEN [15], while 
tbe results for S-dimensional planes are taken &om [42]. 

Most prominent among tbe (almost) simple groups of automorphisms of stable 
planes are the (connected components of) tbe full groups of automorphism. of the 
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9. ACTIONS OF ALMOST SIMPLE GROUPS 

projective planes over R t C, H, and 0, and the corresponding elliptic and hyperbolic 
motion groups; these groups are 

PSL,R, PSO,R, PSO,R(l), 
PSL,C, PSU,C, PSU,C(l), 
PSL,H, PSU,H, PSU,H(l), 

and the exceptional simple Lie groups of type E6( -28)1 F 4( -52), F.( -20) I respectively. 
The possible actions have been completely determined by R. LOWEN. 

9.1 RESULT. [22] Let M be a stable plane of dimension m, and assume that f),. 

is a locally compact group that is locally isomorphic to the elliptic or hyperbolic 
motion group of the projective plane over R, C, H, orO, according to m. Then every 
effective action of fl. is embedded into the usual action, except in the case of the 
real hyperbolic motion group. In this case, one has to assume that f),. is isomorphic 
to the (disconnected) hyperbolic motion group in order to exclude nonclassical 
actions. 

The actions of groups that are locally isomorphic to the real hyperbolic motion 
group on 2-dimensional stable planes have been determined in [21]; they are em
bedded in the actions on F .R. MOULTON's projective planes, on H. SALZMANN's 

projective modified hyperbolic planes, and on K. STRAM BACH's exceptional plane. 
See [21] for a description of these planes as well as further references. 

9.2 The following table attempts to visualize the distribution of simple Lie algebras 
in the range that is relevant for this paper. Recall that there are exceptional 
isomorphisms A1 ~ B1 ~ (1, B, ~ (" A, ~ 0 3. Note also that 0, "" A1 X A1 is 
not simple. An asterisk (') indicates the real forms. 

, 

"', A' "', ,... "', "', A' • , • • • • , 
B' B' 0' B' • 0' • B' • 0' • B' • , • • q C' • C' • C' • 

G' , F' • 
Dim~nsions or simple Lie algebras. 

9,3 RESULT. [21] Let f),. be a locally compact almost simple group of automor
phiSIDS of a 2-dimensional stable plane M. Then l!.. is isomorphic to PSL3 R, SL,R, 
SO,R, the connected component!l ~ PSL,R ofS03 R(1), or the simply connected 
covering i'i ofPSL,R. The action of f),. on M is embedded in one oftbe following. 

a. The classical action ofPSL,R on P,R, or its dual. 
b. The action of!l on a modified real hyperbolic plane. 
c. The action ofSL,R on K. STRAMBACH's exceptional SL,R-plane. 
d. Tbe action ofQ on a Moulton plane. 
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II. A COMPILATION OF KNOWN RESULTS 

9.4 RESULT. (23) Let tJ. be a locally compact almost simple group of automor· 
phisms of a 4-dimensional stable plane M. Then tJ. is isomorphic to one of the 
following groups. 

PSL3C, PSU3C, PSU3Ql), 
PSL,R, SL,C, PSL,C ~ S03C, 

SU,c, S03R, SL,R, PSL,R, a covering ofPSL,R, 
or 6. is a non-Lie group, and the factor group modulo the center is isomorphic to 
PSL,R. 
Apart from the higher coverings ofPSL,R and the non·Lie groups, a/J these groups 
are subgroups ofPSL,C. In the remaining cases, we know of no effective action. If 
tJ. is one of the groups PSL,C, PSU3C, PSU3ql), or PSL3R, then the action of tJ. 
on M is embedded in the classical action ofPSL,C on P,C, or its dual. Actions of 
SL,C are either embedded in the classical action ofPSL3C on P,C, or embedded in 
the action ofSL,C on R . LOWEN's complex analog to K. STRAMBACH 's exceptional 
SL,R-plane. 

Note that the assertions of 9.3 and 9.4 remain true if we only assume that tJ. is 
.emi-.imple, instead of almost simple. 

9.5 THEOREM. Let tJ. be a loca/Jy compact almost simple group of automorphisms 
of an 8-dimeIlSional stable plane M. Then either dim A ~ 16, or D. is isomorpbic 
to one of tbe groups 

PSL3H. PSU,H, PSU3H(1) . 

Every nontrivial action of tbese groups is embedded in the classical action o{PSL3 H 
on P,H, or its dual. If dim tJ. = 16, then t. is isomorphic to SL,C or to PSL,C. 
Evezy effective action ofSL,C on M is embedded in the action ofSL3C on a Hughes 
plane (pi>ssibly P,R). 

I 

PROOF. For dimtJ. > 16, the assertion has been proved in (42, Theorem R). If 
dimtJ. = 16, then tJ. is isomorphic either to SL,C, or to PSL,C. The effective 
actions of SL3C on 8-dimensiona.! stable planes have been determined in (52). 0 

We know of no example for an action of PSL,C on an 8-dimensiona.! plane. Ac
tions on projective planes are impossible by a result of H. SALZMANN (36]. However, 
the proof cannot be extended to actions on arbitrary stable planes. 

9.6 LEMMA. No almost simple group of type Of can act nontrivia/Jy on a stable 
plane. 

PROOF. Let tJ. be an almost simple group of type Of. This means that the factor 
group tJ./Z modulo the center Z of tJ. is isomorphic to the simple Lie group PaU,H. 
For our purposes, it will be convenient to describe the group SaUeH as the group of 
those elements of GL6H that leave invariant the skew hermitian form Ea: =1 x"iyw 
With respect to this description, it is easy to see that Sa U.H n GL.C • U.C. We 
may assume that tJ. contains a subgroup ~ that is either equa.! to SU,C or equa.! 
to PSU,C, cf. AS.6a. Moreover, we have that the connected component lIt of the 
centralizer of ~ in tJ. has dimension 1. 

It i. easy to see that every involution in SU,C i. either a conjugate of the diago
nal matrix P := diag( -I, -1,1,1,1,1), or a conjugate of -p, or equal to the centra.! 
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involution -1. Similarly, the conjugacy classes of involutions in PSU,C are repre
sented by the matrices {3, -(3, and the diagonal matrices 'Y := diag(-i iii i i) 

( 
. • ••. ' ) , I , " , 

6 := diag -I, -I, -J,', ',' . 
We infer that each involution 'P E ~ is centralized by a group A that is locally 

isomorphic either to SU.C or to SU,C x SU,C. From 5.2, we know that a group 
that is locally isomorphic to SU,C cannot act trivially on a Boor subplane. If 'P 
is planar, this implies that A ncb almost effectively on the Baer subplane that is 
induced on the set of fixed points of V', in contradiction to 7.1. 

We consider the stabilizer ~z of a point x that is moved by 'It. The connected 
component of ~% is a compact connected Lie group of dimension at least 19. In 
particular, ~z contains commuting involutions. None of these involutions is planar. 
Since it)% acts trivially on the connected orbit x·, we conclude that no involution 
in t has center x. Thus we obtain that all involutions in ~Z' have the same axis, in 
contradiction to 6.2. 

We have shown that an almost simple group of type Df cannot act almost 
effectively on an 8-dimensional stable plane. This implies that such a group cannot 
act. non trivially. 0 

9.7 THEOREM. Let t; be a locally compact almost simple group of automorphisms 
of a 16-dimensional stable plane M. Then either dim t; :5 56, or t; is isomorphic 
to Aut P,O (i.e., the 78-rumensional simple Lie group of type E,(-26l)' Every 
nontrivial action of Es( -26) on a stable plane is equivalent to tbe usual action on 
P,O, or its dual. 

PROOF. According to 9.1, every action of F4 (-:>2) embeds in the usual action of 
E6(-26)J or its dual. In particular, this entails the assertion about the action of 
E6('-26). Assume that 6 is neither isomorphic to E6(-26) nor to the elliptic mo
tion group F'(-"l' According to 7.1, the maximal compact subgroups of t; have 
dimension at most 36. The dimension of a solvable subgroup of t; is at most 40 
by 8.3b. The Iwasawa decomposition of t; yields that dimt; :5 36 + 40 + 1= 77, 
see A6.3. 

If 66 < dim t; < 77, then t; is a complex Lie group of type A" B., or c., ef. 
9.2 and A 7 .6. It is easy to see that each group of type A, contains a subgroup of 
dimension 60 with a normal subgroup isomorphic to CS = RIO, According to 12.3c, 
this subgroup cannot act on a 16-dimensional plane. In every group of type B., 
we find" 2-dimensional (abelian) subgroup with a 44-dimensional centralizer. This 
case is excluded by lO.6e. Finally, each group of type C. contains a semi-simple 
subgroup of type Al x C" and cannot act by lO.6d. 

If 56 < dim t; :5 66, then t; is a group of type A; or of type Ds, cf. 9.2. It 
is easy to see that every group of type A~ or A~·· contains a closed subgroup 
r of dimension 49 such that r centralizes a nontrivial connected subgroup (e.g., 
choose Gl.?R '-+ SL,R, or U7 C(r) '-+ SU,C(r». Every group of type A~ contains 
a subgroup of type Ai with a 36-dimensional centralizer (e.g., consider SLI H and 
GL,H in SL.H). Thus all groups of type AT are excluded by lO.6b or lO.6d. 

Finally, every group of type D~· contains a subgroup oC type B.c x A~ I which 
cannot act by lO.6d. In the remaining case, t; is of type D:, and cannot act by 
9.6. 0 
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9.8 REMARK. In view of the results 9.3, 9.4, and 9.5, it seems promising to study 
actions of almost simple groups of dimension, say, at least 36, on stahle planes of 
dimension 16. However, it is re880nable to postpone the general case, at least until 
the special case of actions on projective planes is thoroughly understood. Here, 
work is still in progress. 

We conclude this section with a report on results ahout actions of compact almost 
simple groups. 

9.9 RESULT. [51,4.2) LetM= (M,M) be a stable plane. IfAutM bas a compact 
connected almost simple subgroup oftype G, or A., tben dim M = 16. 

9.10 RESULT. [51, 4.3) If 4> is a compact connected almost simple group of auto
morphisms of an 8-dimensionaJ stable plane M, tben dim 4> < 10, or 4> is isomorpbic 
to tbe dliptic motion group PSU,H. 

9.11 RESULT. [51,5.10) Let 1),. be a compact almost simple group of automor
phisms of a stable plane (M,M) . If dim!),. > 28, tben dimM = 16, and 1),. is 
locally isomorpbic to SU,C, SO,R, SU,H or tbe eJJiptic motion group F'(_52)' 

Probably, Result 9.11 is not sharp. We know of no example for an action of 
SU.C. SO,R, or SU,H. The covering Spin. of SO,R acts on P,O. It is not known 
whether or not there are any nonclassical actions. 
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CHAPTER III 

ON GROUPS THAT ARE SEMI.SIMPLE, 

AND ON GROUPS THAT ARE NOT 

Mostly, the results in this chapter are new; at least for stable planes of higher 
dimension. Starting with bounds for the dimensions of groups of automorphisms 
that centralize each other, we then derive bounds for the dimension of semi-simple 
groups that are not almost simple, as well as for groups that are not semi~simple. 

10. Centralizers 

In this section, we use results on straight and planar actions in order to derive 
dimension bounds for pairs of groups that centralize each other. 

10.1 LEMMA. Let M be a stable plane, and assume that ~ and 'I< are subgroups 
of Aut M that centralize each other. If x is a point such that ~% is nontrivial, then 
dim "' < ldi M x _ 2 m . 

PROOF. IT dim z'" > l dimM, then x'" is neither contained in a line nor in a proper 
subplane, d. 1.5a,b. Consequently, x'" generates M, and ~% is trivial. ID 

10.2 THEOREM. Assume that M = (M,M) is a stable plane of dime.b.sion m E 
{2,4}. Let~, 'I< be locally compact groups, and assume that a: ~ -+ Aut M and 
{J: 'I< -+ Aut M are almost effective actions such that [~., 'I<~l = 1. Then the 
following hold. 

a. If dim \If > m, then ~ acts straightly. 
b. If dim ~ ~ 1, then dim \If :5 2m. 
c. If dim ~ > If, then dim \If :5 m. 
d. In any case, dim ~ + dim 'I< :5 !m. 

PROOF. Recall from 5.2 that m E {2,4} implies that every planar group has 
dimension O. Assume first that dim ~ ~ 1. If there exists a point :z: E M such that 
z+ is not contained in any line, then q, r is planar by 3.6, whence dim ~ r = O. This 
implies that dim \If :5 m, and a is proved. If ~ acts straightly, then we find points 
X,Y such that '1< •• , is planar. This implies that dim'l< :5 2m. We have proved 
assertion b. Now assume that dim ~ > r; . If there exists a point x E M such that 
dim ~% = 0, then z+ cannot be contained in a line or a proper subplane, and we 
infer that dim 'I< < m. If dim ~. ~ 1 for every point :z: EM, then 'I< acts straightly, 
and dim \If :5 m by 3.6 and 10.1. This proves assertion c. The last assertion follows 
immediately (after interchanging the roles of ~ and '1<). 0 
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10.3 REMARK . The bounds in 10_2b,c are sharp. E.g., consider the following 
subgroups of SL,K, where K E {R,C}, according to the value of m. 

b. ~ = {(' 1 :); Z E K}, ~ = {C .~,!); a,%,y,z E K,a # o} 

c. ~={C .. _,);aEK,a#o},~={(A detA-l );AEGL'K} 

c! ~={C~}%'YEK}=~ 
'10.4 THEOREM. Assume that M = (M,M) is a stable plane of dimension 8. Let 
~,~ be locally compact groups, and assume that a: ~ -+ Aut M and {3: ~ -+ Aut M 
are almost effective actions such that [~a, ~PJ = 1. Then the fonowing hold. 

a. If dim ~ > 11, then ~ acts straightly. 
b. If dim ~ ~ I , then dim ~ :5 19. 
c. If dim i} > 2, then dim oV :5 17. 
d. If dim ~ ~ 3, then dim oV :5 16. 
e~ If dim i} ~ Ii, then dim ~ :5 8. 
f. In any case, dim ~a~P :5 19. 

PROOF . Without loss, we may assume that cf. and W are connected. If there exists 
a point z such that x'" is Dot contained in a line, then 'I' z is planar by 3.6a, and 
dim oV z < 3 by 5.3. Consequently, dim ~ :5 11 , and assertion a is proved. 

If ~ acts straightly, we choose points x and y such that x40 U y. generates 
a subplane E, d. 3.6b. Since oV z " acts trivially on E, we infer from 5.3 tbat 
dim ~ F" :5 3, and dim II< :5 8 + 8 + 3 = 19. Thus assertion b is proved. 

M~reover, dim E = 4 implies that dim II< :5 8 + 8 + 1 = 17, while dim E = 8 
means that E = M, and dim II< :5 16. If dim i} ~ 2 and dim E = 2, or if dim ~ > 3 
and dim E :5 4, then botb ~ z and ~, are nontrivial. From 10.1 and 5.3 we infer 
that dim'll < 4 + 4 + 3 = 11. This completes the proof of assertions c and d. 

Now assume that dim ~ ~ Ii. If there exists a point % such that %. generates a 
subplane E, then either E = M and dim II< < 8, or ~z is nontrivial, and dim II< :5 
4 + 3 = 7 by 10.1 and 5.3. There remains the case where ~ acts straightly. For 
every point x, we infer that ~ % is nontrivial, and that dim z"" !S 4. We can choose 
% and y in such a way that %. U y. generates a subplane E, and that % .. U y" 
generates a subplane F. IT q,z" is trivial for some choice of x,y, we obtain that 
dim ~ < 8. IT w~., is nontrivial for every choice of %,JI, we have that E is a proper 
subplane, whence dim~, ~ 3 for Z E {%,y} and dim~z" > L We conclude that 
dim z .. :5 2, and dim ~ :5 2 + 2 + 3 = 7. This completes the proof of e . 

Assertion r follows from b-ei note that in the situation of b we ma.y assume that 
~ :5 'lI. 0 

10.5 REMARK . The bounds in 10.4b-e are sharp. E.g., consider the following 
subgroups of SL31l For the description of subgroups of GL, H, we employ J. DIEU
DONN~'. determinant Det:GL.H -+ (0,00). 

b . ~ = {C 1:); t ER}, ~= {C::); a,b,%,y,. E H,la'bl = I} 
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b: ~ = { C r r-.) ; r E R \ {a}}, 

'It = { (A a); A E GL,lI,a E II, lal Det A = 1} 

c. ~ = { C 1 J t E C}, 'It = { C; :,) ; a,b,x,y,. E H,la'bl = 1} 

c: ~= {C rJ;rER,cEC,lr2cl=1}, 

'It = { (A c); A E GL,lI,c E C, IclDet A = 1 } 

d. ~ = {C I ;); t E H}, 'It = {c:~); r E R,b,x,y,. E II,r'lbl = 1} 

d: ~= {C r.); r E R,aEH,r'lal =l}, 

III = { (A Det A-I) ; A E GL,H} 

e. ~ = { (' , .) ; c E C,a E H, Ic'al = 1}, 

'It = {( A DetA-I); AEGL,C} 

e: ~= {C:'); X,YEH} = 'It 

10.6 THEOREM. Assume that M = (M, M) is a stable plane of dimension 16. Let 
~,'It be locally compact groups, and assume that '" ~ -+ Aut M and p: III -+ Aut M 
are almost eifective actions such that [~O, IlIP] = 1. Then the following hold. 

a. If dim 'It > 30, then ~ acts straightly. 
b. If dim ~ ~ 1, then dim'lt $ 46. 
c. If dim ~ > 2, then dim 'It ::; 43. 
d. If dim ~ > 3, then dim 'It < 35. 
e. If dim ~ ;:: 16, then dim III < 16. 

PROOF. H there exists a point z such that z+ is not contained in a line, then 'II' z 

is planar, and dim 'It. $ 14 by 5.4. Consequently, dim III $ 30, and assertion a is 
proved. 

If ~ aets straightly, we choose points x and y such that x+ U Y· generates a 
subplane E. From 5.4, we infer that dim Ill •• , $ 14, and dim III $ 46, as asserted 
in b . 

If dim ~ > 2 and dim E = 2, then the stabilizers ~. and ~, are both nontrivial. 
According to 10.1, this implies that dim III ::; 8 + 8 + 14 = 30. If dim E ;:: 4, then 
dim 'It < 16 + 16 + 11 = 43, in view of 5.4b,e. 

If dim ~ ;:: 3 and dim E $ 4, then both ~. and ~, are nontrivial. Using 10.1, 
we infer that dim 'It $ 8 + 8 + 14 = 30. There remains the case where dim E > 8. 
We may assume that III is closed in Aut M, and that III is connected. Let Z be the 
center of 'It. We know that III /Z i. a Lie group, d. A6.2a. If Z •• , is nontrivial, 
then dim III ::; 8 + 8 + 7 = 23, d. 10.1. If Z •. , is trivial, then Ill •. , is a (compact) 
Lie group, and dim 'It •. , < 3, d . 5.2d. This implies that dim 'It $ 16 + 16 + 3 = 35. 
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Now assume that dim ~ ~ 16. We consider first the case where there exists a 
point % such that x. generates a subplane E. IT E = M, then ~ s is trivial, and 
dim '" 5 16. If E is a Baer subplane, then ~. is nontrivial, and dim '" 5 8 + 7 = 15 
by 10.1 and 5.2d. In the remaining cases, we choose a point II ofE such that ","UII'" 
generates a subplane F. Then dim"," 5 dimF. If dimE = 4, then dim~." ~ 8, 
and dim F 5 4 by 5.2d. This implies that dim >lr 5 4+ 11 = 15 by 5.4. If dim E = 2, 
we obtain that dim ~'" ~ 12, whence dim F = 2 and dim >lr 5 2 + 14 = 16. 

There remains the case where ~ acts straightly. Using 3.6b, we find two points 
:t, II such that :t+ U 1/. generates a subplane E, and :t" U II'" generates a subplane 
F. If E = M, then dim >lr 5 8 + 8 = 16, d. 10.1. If E is a Baer subplane, then 
dim~." ~ 8, and dimF 5 4. This implies that dim >lr 5 4 + 4 + 7 = 15. If 
dimE = 4, then dim~." ~ 12, and dimF = 2. Hence dim'" 5 2 + 2 + 11 = 15. 
Finally, assume that dim E = 2. Then dim >lr 5 1 + 1 + 14 = 16, or F is generated by 
z" for z E {x,y} . In the latter case, dim~. 5 14, and we obtain the contradiction 
dim ~ < 1 + 14 < 16. 0 

10.7 REMARKS. The bound in 10.6b is attained by the centralizer of a one-para· 
meter group of translations in Aut P20. The centralizer of a planar involution in 
Aut P20 is the product of commuting almost simple groups of dimension 3 and 35. 
Thus the bound in lO.6d is sharp. The bound in 10.6e is attained by the full 
group of translations of the affine plane over the octonions. 

As a byproduct, we have re-proved the fact that the dimension of an abelian 
group is bounded by the dimension of the point space 148, 3.3J . 

10.8 COROLLARY. If a locally compact abelian group 6. acts almost effectively On 

a stable plane M, then dim 6. < dim M. 

11. Semi-simple groups 

In this section, we derive dimension bounds for groups of automorphisms that are 
semi·simple, but not almost simple. We test ouz method with stable planes of 
low dimension (where the results are known) before we proceed to stable planes.of 
dimension 8 and 16. 

Let 6. be a 10ealJy compact connecled group of finite dimension. If 6. is semi
simple, then it either is almost simple, or there are almost simple normal subgroups 
E., ... ,En such that 6. = E • . .. E., and 1 5 i < j 5 n implies that IE;, Ej) = 1. 
If we order these factors in such a way that dim E; < dim E;+1, then the n·tuple 
(dim E" ... ,dim En) depends only on the isomorphism type of 6.. 

11.1 DEF INITION. For every locally compact connected semi·simple group 6. = 
E • ... En with almost simple factors E, such that dim E, < dim E'+1, we define 
.dA := (dimE., ... ,dimEn). 

Applying 10.2, 10.4 and 10.6, we obtain the following three theorems. 

11.2 THEOREM. Let 6. be a locally compact connected semi-simple group, and 
assume that 6. acts almost effectively on a stahle plane of dimension m E {2,4}. 
Then 6. is almost simple. 
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PROOF. Assume that t. is not almost simple, and let E be a factor of smallest 
dimension. Then dim E ?: 3. IT m = 2, we obt.un that dim t. > 6 > 5 in contradic
tion to 10_2d. There remains the case where m = 4. Since dim E > 'f, we infer 
from 10.2b that dun t. - dim E :S 4. Consequently, we have that d", = (3,3). This 
last case is difficult, it has been excluded by R. LOWEN in [15, pp. 21-26J. 0 

The case where m = 4 and d", = (3,3) is difficult since a priori it is conceivable 
that the two facton either both act str.ughtly or both act freely on M. 1n fact, 
this is what happens in the case of abelian groups whose dimension equals the 
dimension of the point space. The case where m = 8 and d", = (8,8) presents 
similar problems, we did not yet succeed in proving that it does not occur. 

Since the kernel of the restriction to an invariant Baer subplane of an 8-di
mensional stable plane has dimension at most 1 by 5.3, we have the following 
consequence of 11.2. 

11.3 COROLLARY. Assume that a locally compact group t. acts effectively on an 
8-dimellSional plane M. If All involution Q E tl is centralized by a semi-simple, not 
almost simple subgroup of Aut M, tben Q is not planar (viz., Q eitber is free, or bas 
an axis or a center). 

Before we study actions of semi-simple groups on g..dimensional planes, we treat 
a special case. 

11.4 LEMMA. Assume that t. is locally isomorpbic to SL,C. 1ft. acts effectively 
on a stable plane M, tben eitber dim M = 16, or tbe connected component W ofthe 
centralizer of t. in Aut M is a solvable group of dimension at most 4. 

PROOF. (i) According to 9.3, the group t. cannot act effectively on a 2-dimensional 
plane. IT dim M = 4, then the centralizer of t. in Aut M is trivial by 9.~. Therefore, 
it suffices to study the case where dim M = 8. From 10_4< we infer th~ dim W :S 4, 
and '" is straight by 10.4a. IT W is not solvable, then there exists an almost simple 
subgroup E of "" and dim E = 3. After removing a closed invariant set, we have 
that no point is fixed by E or t.. We claim that E acts freely on M. 1n fact, if E. 
is nontrivial, then we infer from 10.1 that dim t. :S 4 + 8 + 3 < 16, a contradiction. 
We conclude that for every point x there exists a point y such tbat x"Uy" generates 
M. Consequently, t. •. , is trivial, and dim~. = 8 for every point x. 
(ii) The simply connected covering group t. is isomorphic to SL,C, and t. is is0-
morphic either to SL,C or to PSL,C. 1n both cases, it is easy to see that the 
involutions in t. form a single conjugacy class, and that each involution is central
ized by a subgroup of t. that is isomorphic to SL,C. Since every element of t. 
is also centralized by E, we obt.un from 11.3 that no involution in t. is planar. 
Since E fixes no point, the involutions cannot have centers. There remain the cases 
that either all involutions are axial, or all involutions are free. In particular, the 
stabilizer fl. z contains no commuting involutions by 6.2. 
(iii) If an eight-dimensional closed connected subgroup of t. is semi-simple, then it 
is even almost simple, and a real form of t.. This implies that every sucl2 group is 
isomorphic to (P)SU C, (P)SU,C(l), or SL3R. Since each of these groups contains 

3 h A" .• I S' A' • al commuting involutions, we obtain t at U z IS not seIDl-Simp e. mce U z IS a n~rm. 
subgroup of (Et.)., this implies that the connected component of (Et.). IS not 
semi-simple. 
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(iv) Since E acts freely, the restriction of the natural epimorphism Ell -+ Il/(Enll) 
to the stabilizer (Ell). induces a monomorphism onto a subgroup h of ~/(E nil). 
Let A be the connected component of the corresponding subgroup of Il O!! SL,C. 
From the fact that dim x" = 8 we infer that dim A = 11. The normal subgroup Il. 
of (Ell). gives an 8-dimensional normal subgroup e of A. 
(v) We restrict the natural action of SL,C on C' to A. Since the centralizer of 
SL,C in GL,C is a group isomorphic to C" and almost disjoint to SL3C, we infer 
that irreducibility of A implies that A is semi·simple (cr. A6.5b), in contradiction 
to step (iii). Therefore, A is contained in the stabilizer of a proper subspace of C'; 
i.e., in a group that is the semi·direct product of =: = C' and 0 = GL,c. Since 
dim =:0 = 12, we know that An=: and A n 0' are subgroups of co-dimension ~t 
most 1 in =: and 0' = SL,C, respectively. This implies that 0' is contained in h, 
and =: S A since 0' acts irreducibly on =:. Now e n =:n' is " normal subgroup 
of dimension 7 or 8, in contradiction to the fact that =: is the only proper dosed 
connected Donna! subgroup of :=:0'. 0 

11.5 THEOREM. Let Il be a locally compact connected semi·simple group, and 
assume tbat Il acls almost effectively on a stable plane of dimension 8. Tben either 
Il is almost simple, ordimll S 14, oed" E {(3,15),(8,8)}. 

PROOF. Let E be an almost simple factor of maximal dimension, and let IJ> denote 
the connected component of C"E. Recall that IJ> is the product of all almost 
simple factors except E. From 9.5 we infer that dim E S 16. If dim E = 14, then 
E is a real form of type G2 , and has no subgroup of dimension greater than 9, cr. 
A9 . .5. Consequently, there are no nontrivial actions of E on spaces of dimension 4 . 
However, the centralizer \It is a nontrivial straight group by 10.48, and E leaves 
M. invariant. Consequently, E acts trivially on M., and Il is a straight group of 
dimension at least 17, in contradiction to 6.4. Therefore dim E E {16, 15, 10,8, 6,3}. 
However, the case d" = (3,16) is excluded by 11.4; note that every locally compact 
almost simple group of dimension 16 is covered by SL,C, cr. AS.6. 

If dim E 2: 10, we infer from 10.4e that dim IJ> S 4; in fact dim IJ> = 3, since there 
are no semi·simple groups of dimension 4. If dim E > 6, we know that dim.~ S 8 
by 10.4 • . Finally, there remains the case tbat all almost simple factors of Il have 
dimension 3. Let ~ be tbe product of two of tbe factors. Then tbe product of tbe 
otber factors bas dimension at most 8 by 10.4e, and we infer tbat dim Il S 12. 0 

11.6 REMARK. The case d" = (3,15) occurs; in fact, the subgroup 

of SL,R acts almost effectively on P,R. According to (41), every effective action 
of SL,R on an 8-dimensional stable plane embeds in this action. Probably, this is 
tbe only possibility for the case m = 8 and d" = (3,15) (at least, there is no otber 
almost effective action of a semi·simple group of type (3,15) on a projective stable 
plane of dimension 8, see (36)). However, tbis conjecture will be bard to verify. 
One of the major problems seems to originate from the fact tbat the 2-dimensional 
projective geometry over tbe ring of real 2 x 2-matrices is a kind of 8.dimensional 
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12. GROUPS THAT ARE NOT SEMI-SIMPLE 

plane geometry (but not a stable plane!) which admits an almost effective action 
of the group SL,R x SL.R. 

We tum to planes of dimension 16 now. 

11.7 RESU LT. [51, 5.3) If a compact group L!. of automorphism. of a 16-dimensional 
stable plane is semi-simple, but not almost simple, then dim L!. ::; 35. 

11_8 THEOREM. Let L!. be a locally compact connected semi-simple group, and 
assume that 6 acts almost effectively on a stable plane of dimension 16. Then 
either 6 is almost simple, or dim L!. < 38. 

PROOF. Let E be an almost simple factor of minimal dimension. From 10.6 we 
infer that the connected component 'I' of C",E has dimension at most 35, and this 
bound reduces to 30 if E is not straight. 

Assume first that there exists a point .x such that XL is not contained in a line, 
and let E be the subplane that is generated by xE . If dim E ::; 8, then dim L!. ::; 38. 
So we may assume that dim E ~ 10. If Ez is trivial, then E = M, and dim.p :5 16. 
This implies that dim ~ $; 32. IT E is a Baer subplane, then Er is nontrivial, and 
dim 'I' ::; 8 + 7 = 15 by 10.1 and 5.4b. Thus dim L!. :5 30 in this case. Since E 
cannot act almost effectively on a 2-dimensional plane, there remains the case that 
dim E = 4. From 9.4, we infer that E induces the HHiimensional group PSL,C on 
E. According to 10.1 and 5.4c, the dimension of ~ is bounded by 8 + 11 = 19, 
and we obtain that dim L!. ::; 35. 

Assume now that E acts straightly, and let x and y be points such that xE U yE 
generates a subplane F. Then dim xl: ::; t dim F. From 6.4 we infer that dim F ~ 
~dimE. 

If dim E = 3, then dim 'I' ::; 35 by 10.6, and we infer that dim L!. ::; 38. 
Now consider the case where dimE E {6,8}. lfboth Ez and E. are nontrivial, 

then dim 6 < 8 + 8 + 8 + 11 = 35. If one of the stabilizers is trivial, we infer 
that F = M, and dim L!. ::; 8 + 16 + 16 = 40. Of course, dim L!. ~ 39 implies that 
dim E = 8. Since there are no almost simple groups of dimension 31 or 32, there 
exists an almost simple factor ~ of 'I' such that the connected component n of the 
centralizer of ~ in 'I' has dimension at least 8, recall that E was chosen as a factor of 
minimal dimen';on. Since dim ~ ~ 8 as well, we infer from 10.6e that dim n ::; 16, 
and that dim ~ < 16. If dim L!. > 38, then either dim n = 16 or dim ~ = 16. In 
both cases, we have reached a contradiction to 10.6e. 

If dim E = 10, then dim F ~ 8, and both Ez and E, are nontrivial. Hence 
dimL!. < 10+8+8+7 = 33. lfdimE > 14, then r = M, and both Ez and E, are 
nontrivial. Hence dim Ilf < 8 + 8 = 16, and dim L!. ::; 32. 0 

11.9 REMARK. The centralizer r of a planar involution in Aut P,O is a semi-simple 
group, and dr = (3,35). Thus the bound in 11.8 is sharp. 

12. Groups that are not semi-simple 

In this section our results on centralizers are employed to derive bounds for the , 
dimension of groups of automorphisms that are not semi-.;mple. These results 
are obtained almost simultaneously for stable planes of arbitrary (positive, finite) 
dimension. 
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For the sake of readability, the next three theorems are stated separately. How
ever, we shall prove them all together by a single argument. 

12.1 THEOREM. Let A be a locally compact connected group, and assume tbat A 
acts almost effectively on a stable plane of dimension m E {2,4} . 

a. 1£ A is not semi· simple, tben dim A ~ 3m. 
b. If A contains a nontrivial compact coDDected abelian normal subgroup, tben 

dim<!. ~ 2m. 
c. If A contains A normal subgroup =: ~ R', tben t ~ m, and dim <!. ~ t + 2m. 
d. If A contains A normal subgroup =: ~ R' and dim A > t + m, tben every 

one-dimensional closed cODDected subgroup of=: acts straigbtly. 

12.2 THEOREM . Let A be a locally compact cODDected group, and assume tbat A 
acts almost eifectively on a stable plane of dimension 8. 

a . 1£ A is not semi-simple, tben dim A ~ 27. 
b. If A contains a nontrivial compact cODDected abelian normal subgroup, tben 

dim A ~ 19. 
c_ If A contains a normal subgroup =: ~ R', tben t ~ 8, and dim A ~ t + 19. 
d. If A contains a normal subgroup =: ~ R' and dim A > t + 11, tben every 

one-dimellSiollaJ closed connected subgroup of:=; acts straightly. 

12.3 THEOREM. Let <!. be a locally compact cODDected group, and assume tbat A 
acts almost effectively on a stable plane of dimension 16. 

a. If A is not semi-simple, then dim A ~ 62. 
h. If/). contains a nontrivial compact connected abelian normal subgroup, tben 

dim A ~ 46. , 
c. If <!. contains a normal subgroup =: E!! R', then t ~ 16, and dim <!. $ t + 46. 
d. If A contains a normal subgroup =: ~ R' and dim A > t + 30, tben every 

one-dimensional closed coDDected subgroup of=: acts straigbtly . 
• 

PROOF of 12.1, 12.2, 12.3. If A has a nontrivial compact connected abelian nor
ma! subgroup 9, then 9 lies in the center of A by A6.4, and the dimension bound 
for A follows from 10.2, 10.4, and 10.6, respectively. If no such 9 exists, then 
every minimal connected abelian normal subgroup =: of A is isomorphic to Rt 
for some t :S dimM. Via conjugation, the group a acts R-linea.rly on:::. In 
particular, the centralizer of e E =: \ {I} is already the centralizer of" closed con
nected subgroup. Thus the assertions follow immediately from the observation that 
dim A ~ t + dim C"e and 10.2, 10.4, and 10.6, respectively. 0 

13. A characterization of translation planes 

Translation planes provide very homogeneous examples of stable (even affine or 
projective) planes. We report a characterization of translation planes in terms of 
stable planes, and indicate a family of stable planes that are closely related (so
called .hear plan .. ). 

13.1 REsULT. (48, 3.3] Let <!. be a coDDected locally compact abelian group of 
automorphism. of a stable plane M = (M,M) with dimM = 21. Tben we bave 
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one of tbe following (mutually exclusive) cases: 

a. Tbe group tl acts straigbtly. In tbis case, tbe stabilizer of any line moved 
by tl is trivial, and dimtl:5 dimM = 21. 

b. Tbere is a point p E M wbose orbit p" generates tbe wbole plane. Conse· 
quently, tbe stabilizer tlp is trivial, and dimtl:5 dimM = 21. 

c. There are points whose orbits are not contained in any line, but each oftbese 
orbits generates a proper subplane. In tbis case, dimtl < ~I < dimM. 

13.2 RESULT. [48, 3.4) Let tl be a connected locally compact abelian group of 
automorPbisms ofa stable plane M = (M,M) and assume tbat dimtl = dimM. 
Tben eitber tl acts straigbtly witb an open orbit in M, or tl bas an open orbit in 
M. In botb cases, the action of tl on the open orbit is sharply transitive. 

13.3 REMARKS . Prominent examples of abelian groups of the maximal possible 
dimension are translation groups in translation planes, and their duals. The latter 
obviously act straightly. In its natural (linear) action on the real a£5ne plane, the 
group {( •• ); a,b > O} ::: R' is neither a translation group nor straight (indeed, 
the one-parameter subgroup {( •• -d; a> O} does not act straightly). There are 
also compact 4-dimensional projective planes admitting a group of automorphisms 
that is isomorphic to R' but is not a translation group, see [11, Satz 1,3»). 

If a stable plane is an affine translation plane, then there is a unique open 
embedding in a compact projective plane such that the complement of the stable 
plane is a line W. Every plane that is obtained by deleting a closed part of W is 
called an almo3t projective translation plane. 

13.4 RESULT. [48,3.6) Let M = (M, M) be astable plane of dimension m, and let 
tl ::: R m be a group of automorpbisms o{M sucb that each one-parameter subgroup 
act. straightly. If tl is not straight, then M is an almost projective translation plane 
with tl acting as full group of translations. 

Straight effective actions of am on m-dimensional stable planes are also under· 
stood quite well. However, there is a greater variety of possibilities. 

13.5 RESULTS. [48,3.6), [13, 3.2) Let M = (M, M) be a stable plane of dimension 
21, and let tl E!r R" be a straigbt group of automorpbisms ofM. 

B. The set Fix 11 bas at most one element. If a point z E Fix 11 exists, then 
each element. E tl has center z. 

b. For each poinl., E M \ Fixtl, we have Ibal tl. E!r R', and tl. acts sharply 
transitively on M. \ {L.}, where L. is tbe line containing.," . In ]>articular, 
the group tl is transitive on L. \ Fix tl, and tl. = tlIL.]. 

c. Every line in M" meets every line outside M,,; i.e., M" x(M\M,,) eVA. 
d. Tbe plane M is a dual affine (or projective) translation plane if, and only if, 

tbe set M" is compact. In particular, tbis is the case if Fix tl is nonempty. 

IT tl = R m is a straight group of automorphisms of a stable plane M of dimension 
m, H. LOWE [13) noticed that the set P = {tl.;., E M \ Fixtl} forms a partial 
'pre-ad in Rm; i.e., l' consist of subspa.ces of dimension '; such that the intersection 
of two of these subspaces is trivial. Conversely, H. LOWE shows that .. partial 
spread P yields a stable plane S,(P) if, and only if, P is a topological manifold of 
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dimension ~ (in the topology that is induced from the Grassmann manifold). see 
[13. Th. 1). Every such plane is called a .hear plane. .. 

The next assertion indicates that translation planes and shear planes (lOcluding 
dual translation planes) belong to the most homogeneous planes. Note, however, 
that it is not yet clear whether or not there exist planes admitting a vector group 
that has almost the dimension of the point space, and a large normalizer. 

13.6 THEOREM. Assume that a locally compact group 6 acts almost effectively 
on a stable plane M of dimension m. If 6 has a normal subgroup =: ~ Rm, then 
M is either an almost projective translation plane, or a shear plane, in each of the 
roUowiDg situations. 

a. m$4anddim6>2m. 
b. m = 8 and dim 6 > 19. 
c. m = 16 and dim 6 > 46. 

PROOF. The assertions follow immediately from 12.1d, 12.2d, and 12.3d, com
bined with 13.4 and 13.5. 0 

'The following necessary condition for the embeddability of a shear plane in a 
dual translation plane is also due to H. LOWE. 

13.7 RESULT. [13, Th. 2J Ifa shear plane 5,(P) of dimension m is embeddable in a 
compact projective plane of dimension m, then the closure ofP in the corresponding 
Grassmann manifold is a partial spread. 

While every partial spread in R' is a part of the unique spread that consists of 
all one-dimensional subspaces, there exist examples of partial spreads in the higher 
dimensions that define shear planes but fail to fulfiJ the condition stated in 13.7. 
These planes are examples of stable planes that are not open subplanes of projective 
pikes. 

13.8 REMARKS. For 1= 1, there are no translation planes except the desarguesian 
plane over R. Translation planes admitting large automorphism groups have been 
studied by D. BETTEN in the case I = 2. The cases I = 4,8 have been treated by 
H. HAHL. See [1), [7J, and the references given there. 

Examples of shear planes are obtained as open subplanes of dual translation 
planes; there are also examples that carmot be embedded in a dual translation 
plane. ef. 13.7. 

The following assertions prepare grounds for a characterization of the classical 
planes by means of sufficiently large groups that are not semi-simple. 

13.9 THEOREM. Assume that =: = Rm act. straigbtly and almost effectively on a 
stable plane M = (M, M) of dimension m . If=: = UZeM =:., then Mi. a dual affine 
or projective translation plane. 

PROOF. If there exists a point. E Fix=:, then the assertion follows from 13.5d. So 
assume that FixE is empty. From 13.5b, we know that Ez is a vector subspace of 
dimension ';, and that 2z and S, have nontrivial intersection only if they coincide. 
Since =: = U.eM =:., we have shown that {=:.; z E M \ Fix:::} forms a spread 
in =:. 0 
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13.10 COROLLARY. Let M be a stable plane of Wmension m, and assume tbat a 
locally compact group /:; acts effectively on M. Assume tbat /:; bas a normal sub
group::: ~ R"', and tbat:=: acts straigbtly. If/:; acts (via conjugation) transitively 
on tbe set of one-dimensional subspaces of::: = R"', tben M is a dual aillne or pro
jective translation plane. In particular, tbis assertion holds if ll. acts transitively 
on::: \ {l} . 

PROOF. The assertion follows immediately from 13.9; recall that Er is a nontrivial 
vector subspace ?f:=: for every point %. 0 

14. Characterizations of the classical affine planes 

In this section, we give characterizations of the classical planes over R, C, H, and 
o in terms of actions of vector groups on stable planes. 

14.1 THEOREM. Let /:; be a locally compact connected group of automorphisms 
of a stable plane M of dimension m, and let A,F be tbe classical aillne plane of 
WmeDsion m. Recall tbat dimAutA,F equals 6, 12,27, or 62, according to m = 
2,4,8,16. If/:; is not semi-simple, tben dim/:; < dim(AutA,F), or /:; ~ AutA,F, 
and tbe action embeds in tbe usual action on P,F, or its dual. 

PROOF. According to 12.1,12.2, and 12.3, we only have to show that dim/:; = 
dim(Aut A,F) implies that the action of /:; on M embeds in the action of Aut A,F 
on P,F, or its dual. So assume that dim/:; = dimAutA,F. We know that /:; has 
a minimal Donnal subgroup:=: s:; IR rn. From 13.6, we infer that either =: is not 
straight, and M is an almost projective translation plane, or:::: acts straightly, and 
M is a shear plane. For every nontrivial element ~ of 2, we conclude from lO.2b, 
1O.4b, and 10.6b that dim{A = d.im:::. Thus {A is open in:::. Since:=: \ {l} i. 
connected, this yields that /:; act~ transitively on :=: \ {l}. If M is a translation 
plane, we infer that /:; acts transitively on the set of parallel classes of aillne lines. 
Since ~ acts transitively on the set of (affine) points, we infer that M is classical by 
the result of H. SALZMANN [331 that the planes A,F are the only locally compact 
c:onnected affine planes that admit a line--transitive group of automorphisms. 

If::: acts straightly, then M is a dual translation plane by 13.10. The group /:; 
acts transitively on the pencil M., where z is the common center of all elements 
of:::. Since x" = xz \ {z} for every point x different from z, we infer that /:; acts 
transitively on M \ z. Thus M is classical by the dual of (331. 0 

We close this section with examples of results that characterize the locaJIy com
pact connected desarguesian planes by means of rather small (yet prominent) groups 
of automorphisms. 

14.2 RESULT. (48,3.81 Let F E {R,C,H}, and assume tbat" group /:; ~ F' of 
automorphisms of a stable plane M = (M,M) acts sbarply transitively on M. Let 
~ be a locally compact group of automorphisms of M sucb tbat ~ fixes a point 
p E M, nozmaIizes /:; and acts F·linearly on /:; = F' (via conjugation). IfF = H 
and dim C •• > 1 for each {, E /:;, or ifF E {R, C} and dim C •• ~ 1 for each. E /:;, 
then each one-parameter subgroup of l:l. acts straightly, and the geometry induced 
OD xA is tbe desarguesian aillne plane witb /:; acting as full group of translations. 
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14.3 REsULT. [22] Let F E {R, C, H}, and assume that the euclidean motion group 
of A,F acts almost effectively on a stable plane M. Then dimM ~ dim A,F, and 
dim M = dim A,F implies that the action embeds in the action of the euclidean 
group on P]F, or its dual. 

Recall that the euclidean motion group is the semi-direct product R' " SO,R, 
C' "su,C,1i' "SU,H, or 0' X Spillo, according to F E {R,C,H, O}. 

14.4 RESULT. [48,4.4] Let ~a be a group of automorphisms of an 8-dimensional 

stable plane, with a :::: R8 = H' and~ = U(J), whereJ E {(',), (' _,), (';)} 

describes a nondegenerate (skew) hermitian form on H'. Assume that ~ acts on 
a in the usual, H-linear way. 

a. If II is not straight, then M is isomorphic to the plane induced on the 
complement of some closed subset of a line in the projective quaternion 
plane, and tbe group ~6. acts in the usual way. 

b. If a acts straightly and J = (' ,), then tbe stable plane M is isomorphic 

to the dual euclidean quatemion plane, or its projective closure. 

c. If a acts straigbtly and J = (' _,) , then tbe stable plane M bas an open 

~A-invariant subplane tbat is isomorphic to the cYlinder plane M(,.-,.O) ' 

d. If II acts straightly, J = (i i) J and the involution a = (-1 1) is not 
planar, then the stable plane M has an open ~A-invariant subplane that is 
isomorphic to the skew cylinder plane ~i,;,O) ' 

The cylinder plane M("-,,O) and the skew cylinder plane M(;,i,O) are open sub
planes of the projective planes over H, defined by certain degenerate (skew) her
mitian forms on W. See [48] for a precise definition. In the situation of 14.4d, the 
planarity of a may be foreed by the assumption that the action of A embeds in the 
action of a group r such that erQ has special properties, e.g., is semi-simple, but 
not almost simple. 

An analog of 14.4 should be true for hermitian planes over R and C, but has 
not been proved yet. 
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CHAPTER IV 

STABLE PLANES WITH LARGE AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS 

We collect our results and combine them to show that the classical projective and 
affine planes are the most homogeneous stable planes. 

15. Notions of homogeneity 

Our aim in this treatise is to prove tha.t every "sufficiently homogeneous" stahle 
plane is isomorphic to one of the projective and (dual) affine planes over R, C, 
H, and O. If we want to establish such a statement, we have to make precise 
what "homogeneity" means for a stable plane, and how we can compare different 
planes with respect to some notion of homogeneity. Throughout this chapter, let 
M = (M, M) be a stable plane of dimension m. We shall describe homogeneity in 
terms of groups of automorphisms. Only at the end of this section, we shall briefly 
digress to a discussion of alternatives. 

15.1 The first homogeneity condition that comes to mind is 

(P) There exists a point-transitive group o{ autoIllorphisms. 

This is a rather weak condition. In fact, if a group 6. of automorphisms has an open 
orbit U in M, then Ll acts point-transitively on the stable plane (U,Mlu) . Many 
point- homogeneous stable planes are knownj apart from the classical projective, 
affine or hyperbolic planes we mention the large family of afline translation planes, 
and H. GROH's arc plane,. In the special case of compact connected projective 
planes, however, condition (P) is very strong, it characterizes the classical projective 
planes over R, C, H, and 0, see [30J, [16J. 

15.2 A very strong homogeneity condition is 

(F) There exists a group of automorphisms that acts transitively on the set of 
flags (i.e., tbe set of incident point-liDe pairs). 

In fact , R. LOWEN has proved in [19J that even the assumption that the stabilizer 
Ll" acts transitively on M" for some group Ll::; Aut M and two (different!) points 

"ZIt X2 enforces tha.t M contains an open .6.-invariant classical plane. Moreover, the 
action of 6. on M embeds in the usual action of Aut P,F on P,F or its dual, or 6. is 
isomorphic to PSL.R, and the action embeds in the action on a modified hyperbolic 
plane. 

15.3 For the sake of completeness, we mention the following homogeneity condi
tion. 

(L) There exists a group of automozphisms that acts transitively on the set of 

lines. 
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This condition seems hard to deal with in general. Of course, it is just the dual of 
(P) in the special case of projective planes. For affine planes, condition (L) is very 
strong, it characterizes the classical affine planes over R, C, If, and 0, see (33) . 

15.4 It would seem a reasonable weakening of condition (F) if one only requires 
the following. 

(f) There .,asts a group of automorphisms with an open orbit iD the set of 
Bags. 

Here the topology on the set of flags is induced from the product topology on 
MxM. Planes that satisfy condition (f) have been calledf/ezible. From (20, Th. I), 
one deduces that an orbit U in the flag space is open if, and only if, dimU = 
~ dim M. This observation is the key to classification results about fI.,able oompact 
connected projective planes, since it implies that dim Aut M ~ ~ dlmM. 

15.5 An important idea of H. SALZMANN is to require that Aut M is "large" in 
the following sense. 

(D) There .,asts a group /),. of 8utomorphisms such that dim /),. ~ bm , where bm 

js a. swtably chosen integer, depending on m = dimM. 

Of course, the bound bm has to be chosen differently, if one considers special classes 
of actions; e.g., actions aD projective planes, on translation planes, or on stable 
planes with additional topological properties. It will also be of interest to study 
groups with special structure. Most prominent, perhaps, are the (almost) simple 
groups. Interesting and useful results have also been obtained for compact groups, 
and for abelian groups. In the last case, one needs additional assumptions on the 
action of the group (or the one-dimensional subgroups). These additional proper
ties may be enforced by the assumption that the normalizer in the full group of 
automorphisms is "big enough" . 

We close this section by briefly indicating notions of homogeneity that do not 
make use of group octiof13, at least not explicitly. 

15.6 Involutory automorphisms playa prominent role in the study of geometries. 
The following condition proved to be useful in the theory of stable planes. 

(S) There .,asts an open set of points that are centers of iDvolutoI)' automor-
phisms. 

In this case, one is lead to the study of 'ymm,tric p14n .. , where the topological 
and the incidence structure are combined with the structure of a symmetric space 
whose symmetries are automorphisms of the plane, cf. (18). Symmetric planes of 
dimension 2 and 4 have been studied by R. LOWEN, H.-P. SEIDEL, and most 
recently by H. LOWE. The theory of symmetric planes yields strong results about 
actions of almost simple groups (where many involutio~ exist), and the extension 
of this theory to the case of stable planes of higher dimension seems promising. 

15.7 Contrasting the situation for projective planes, the study of actions of semi
groups on stable planes seems to be an interesting field. However, an investigation of 
the endomorphisms of the known examples of (nonclassical) stable planes will have 
to take place first. E.g., it would be interesting whether or not K. STRAM BACH's 
exceptional plane has endomorphisms that are not automorphisms. 
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15.8 Since the theory of stable planes may be regarded as a "local theory of 
compact connected projective planes", it might also be fruitful to study (local) 
actions of local groups rather than actions of groups or semigroups. In particular, 
the study of semigroup actions might lead to an interest in local actions, since the 
known solution for the embeddability problem for semigroups on manifolds (9) is 
rather a local solution. Moreover, recent investigations of R. Bom and L. KRAMER 
about differentiable structures that are compatible with an incidence structure seem 
to indicate a need for a local theory. 

15.9 Last, but not least, there are several geometrical notions of homogeneity. 
Most prominent, perhaps, is Desargues' Theorem and its degenerations. For the 
case of (discrete) projective planes, R. BAER has shown how to translate the validity 
of Desargues' Theorem for certain centers and axes into the existence of groups of 
axial collineations. For stable planes (in fact, for topological planes in general), it 
is also interesting to study the consequences of local fOnTIS of Desargues' Theorem. 
For 2-dimensional stable planes with connected lines, C. POLLEY has obtained 
very satisfying results, in particular, every locally desarguesian 2-dimensional stable 
plane with connecled lines is globiilly desarguesian [27), [28). This is no longer true 
if one drops the assumption that the lines are connected; e.g., consider the Moulton 
planes. 

Generalizing R. BAER's point of view, there arises the question to what extent 
local geometric homogeneity conditions can be expressed in terms of actions of 
groups. Possibly, local actions are better suited for this purpose. 

16. Every sufficiently homogeneous plane is classical 

In this section, our investigatio~ culminate. We briefly recall some of our results, 
and combine them to obtain our Main Theorem. Throughout this section, let 6. be 
a connecled locally compact group, let M be a stable plane of dimension m, and 
let 0: tl. ~ Aut M be an effective action. 

16.1 THEOREM. Assume that 6. is semi-simple. 

a. If m = 2, tben 6. is an almost simple Lie group of dimension 3 or 8. All 
possible actions are known. 

b. If m = 4, tben 6. is almost simple. If dim 6. 2: 6, tben 6. is a Lie group of 
dimension 6, 8, or 16, and alI possible actions are knoWD; in fact, they are 
embedded in tbe classical action ofPSL,C, or in one exceptional action of 

SL2C. 
c_ Ifm = 8 and dim 6. > 16, tben 6. is a Lie group of dimension 18, 21, or 

35 and all possible actions embed in tbe classical action ofPSL,1l Tbere 
is ~ome information about the cases wbere dim 6 e {15, 16}i in particular, 
there do exist noncl&SsicaJ actions. 

d _ If m = 16, tben eitber tbe action is equivalent to tbe classical action of 
E.( -20) on P20, or 6. is almost simple, and dim 6. :5 56, or dim 6. :5 38. 

For details, see 9_3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.7, and 11.2,11_5,11.8. 

16.2 THEOREM. If 6. is not semi-simple, tben eitber 6. contains a nOIlDal subgroup 
::: ~ R', or there exists a connected nontrivial central subgroup. In the first case, 
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we have that t < m and dim t. is bounded by the dimension /1m of tbe full group - , 
of Butomorpmsms of tbe classical affine plane of dimension m . In the second case, 
dim t. $ am - m . If dim t. = am, then the action embeds into the classical action. 

For details, see 12.1, 12.2, 12.3 and 14.1. 

16.3 THEOREM. If t. is compact, then either the action is equivalent to the action 
of the elliptic motion group E on the classical projective plane of dimension m, or 
dimt. $ dimE - m. 

For details, see 7.1. 

16.4 MAIN THEOREM. Let M be a stable plane of dimension m, and let F E 

{R, C, H, O} be chosen such that dim P,F = m. Then one of the following cases 
occurs. 

a. The plane M is jsomozphic to P2F, and dim Aut M equals 8, 16,35, or 78, 
according to the ,,-a1ue of m. 

b. The plane M is either isomorphic to the aIline plane A,F, or isomorphic to 
P,F with one point deleted. In this case, dim Aut M equals 6, 12, 27, or 62, 
according to the value of m. 

c. In any other case, dim AutM is strictly less than dimAutA,F. 

PROOF. Combine the results on almost simple groups 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, and 9.7 with 
the results on semi-simple groups 11.2, lL5, and 11.8 and with the results on 
groups that are not semi·simple 12.1, 12.2, and 12.3. Finally, apply 14.1. 0 

16.5 As in [53], we attempt to describe the state of the art in a table. Note that, 
in comparison with the table in [53], our new version has two more rows ("general", 
and "not semi·simple"), and that the ?'. in [53] have been replaced. 

Let M = (M, M) be a stable plane, and !..ssume that 0: r ... Aut M i. an effective 
action of a locally compact group. In the spirit of 1.5 . .5, we are interested in the 
possibilities for Q, if dimr is "large enougb" (depending on the structure of r). 
Except where marked by *, the given bounds are known to be sharp. 
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structure of r dimM:2 dim M;;:" dimM - 8 dimM - 16 

gcmeral dlmr ~ 8; dim r ::5 16; dim r ::5 3S; dim r::5 78; 
'f mmr ~ 6 then it dimr ~ 12 then if dim r ?; 27 then if dim r ?; 62 then 
~ is classical Q is classical a is classical a is classical 

almost simple dimr E {l,8}, dim l' E {l,6,8, l6}; dimr:5 35; dimr ~ 78; 
and Q is known r dimr > 3 then if dim r > 16 then r dim r > 56 then-

a is known a is classiea.l a is classical 
semi-simple, but 
not almost simple impossible impossible dim I' < 18 mmI' < 38 

not semi-simple either r has a center of positive dimension, fmd 

diml':54 I diml'S8 I diml':S19 I mmI' S 46 

or r has a nonnal subgroup E ~ Rt with t S dim M, and 

im r <" + t < 61 dim r < 8 + t < 12 ~jm r < 19 + t < 27 im r < 46 + t s: 62 
• • 

solVAble dimr < tdimM dim r < 18 mmI' < 40 

abelian dim I' < dimM 
. 

compact diml';;: 3, dimr == 8, diml'=21, dimr_52, 
nd a is classical, and a is classical, and a is classical, and a is dassical, 
r diml'<l Of dimr<4 or dim I' < 13 or mmI' < 36 
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APPENDIX 

LIE STRUCTURE THEORY FOR NON-LIE GROUPS 

This appendix is intended to serve as 8. reference to results on the structure of 
locally compact (connected, finite-dimensional) groups. Much of the material is 
known, some of it is new. 

The class of locally compact groups adnUts a strong structure theory. Tws is 
due to the fact that-via approximation (projective limits)-important parts of 
the theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras carry over. This phenomenon becomes 
particularly striking jf one assumes, in addition, that the groups under consideration 
are connected and of finite dimension. The aim of the present notes is to collect 
results and to show that Lie theory completely describes the rough structure (i.e., 
the lattice of closed connected subgroups) of locally compact finite-dimensional 
groups. Moreover, we shall describe the possibilities for locally compact connected 
non-Lie groups of finite dimension. 

We shall only consider Hausdorff groups (and shall, therefore, form quotients 
only with respect to closed subgroups-except in Example A1.7). 

At. Dimension 

First of all, we need a notion of dimensi~n. Mainly, we shall use the so-called ,moll 
inductive dimemion, denoted by dim. 

AI_I DEFINITION. Let X be a topological space. We say that dim X = -1 if, and 
only if, X is empty. IT X is non-empty, and n is a natural number, then we say 
that dim X ~ n if, and only if, for every point :z: e X and every neighborhood U 
of :z: in X there exists a neighborhood V of :z: such that V ~ U and the boundary 
av satisfies dim av ~ n - 1. Finally, let dim X denote the minimum of all n such 
that dim X ~ n; if no such n exists, we say that X has infinite dimension. 

Obviously, dimX is a topological invariant. A non-empty space X satisfies 
dim X = 0 if, and only if, there exists a neighborhood base consisting of closed 
open sets. Consequently, a Tl space of dimension 0 is totally disconnected. 

See [R25] for a study of the properties of dim for separable metric spaces. Al
though it is quite intuitive, our dimension function does not work well for arbitrary 
spaces. Other dimension functions, notably covering dimension [Ra9, 3.1.1), have 
turned out to be better suited for general spaces, while they coincide with dim for 
separable metric spaces. See [R39] for a comprehensive treatment. Note, how
ever, that small inductive dimension coincides with large inductive dimension and 
covcring dimension, if applied to locally compact groups [R2], [R37]. The duality 
theory for compact abelian groups uses covering dimension rather than inductive 
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AI. DIMENSION 

dimension, cf. [Ra3, pp. 106-111], [RU, 3.11]. For this special case we shall prove 
the equality in A4.7 below. ' 

We collect some important properties of small inductive dimension. 

Al.2 THEOREM. For every natural number n, we bave that dim Rn = n. 

PROOF . [R25, Th. IV 1], or [Ra9, 3.2.7J in combination with [Ra9, 4.5.10J. 0 

Al.3 LEMMA. Let X be a non-empty HausdorfIspace. 
a. For every subspace Y of X, we bave tbat dim Y < dim X. 
b. dimX $ nif, and only if, every point % E X b;' some neigbborbood U. 

sucb tbat dimU. $ n. 
c. dim X ~ n if, and only if, tbere exists a point % E X witb arbitrarily small 

neigbborhoods of dimension at least n. 
d. If X is locally homogeneous, tben dim X = dim U for every neigb borbood 

U in X . 
e. If X is locally compact, tben dim X = 0 if, and only if, X is totally discon· 

nected. 
f. 1£ X is the product of a family of (non.empty) finite discrete spaces, tben 

dim X =0. 
g. 1£ dim X = 0, tben dim(Rn x X) = n for every natural number n. 

PROOF . An argument by induction on dimX yields a, compare [Ra9, 4.1.4J. As· 
sertions b and c are immediate consequences of the definition, and they imply 
assertion d. By h, it suffices to prove assertion e for compact spaces. A compact 
(Hausdorff) space has at every point a neighborhood base of closed open sets if, and 
only if, it is totally disconnected [Ra9, 3.1.3J. Assertion ffollows immediately from 
e since the product of a family of (non·empty) finite discrete spaces is compact and 
totally disconnected. 

Finally, assume that dimX = O. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 0, then 
dim(RO x X) = dimX = O. So assume that n > 0, and that dim Rn-l x X = n-1. 
Let U be a neighborhood of (r,%) in Rn x X. Since dimX = 0, there exists a 
closed open set V in X and a ball B around r in Rn such that (r,x) E B x V ~ U. 
Since the boundary 8(B x V) is contained in 8B x V, we infer from our induction 
hypothesis that dim U $ n_ The subspace Rn x {%} of Rn x X has dimension n. 
This completes the proof of assertion g. 0 

Al.4 REMARK. Assertion AUld applies, in partienlar, to topological manifolds, 
and to topological groups. Note that, if a space X is not loeally homogeneous, it 
may happen that there exists a point % E X with the property that dim U < dim X 
for every sufficiently small neighborhood U of x. E.g., consider the topological sum 
of R and a single point. 

Let G be a loeally compact group. Finiteness of dim G allows to obtain analogues 
of counting arguments, as used in the theory of finite groups. In partienlar, we have 
the following: 

A1.5 THEOREM. Let G be a locally compact group, and assume tbat H is a closed 
subgroup of G. Tben dim G = dim G I H + dim H. 

PROOF. This follows from [Ra4, Sect. S, Cor 2J, since by Al.2 and Al.3 inductive 
dimension has the properties a)-<o) that are required in [Ra4, p. 641]. 0 
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Al.6 REMARK. The same conclusion holds if we replace small inductive dimension 
by large inductive dimension, or by covering dimension, see [Ra8]. 

A1.7 EXAMPLE. The dosedness assumption on H is indispensable in A1.S. E.g., 
consider the additive group R. Since Q is dense in R, the factor group R/Q has the 
indiscrete topology. Hence dim R/Q = 0 = dim Q, but dim R = l. 

Denoting the connected component of G by G' and using Al.3e, we obtain: 

A1.8 THEOREM. 

a. If G is a locally compact group, then dim G = dim G'. 
b. If H is a dosed subgroup of a locally compact group G, and dim H 

dimG < 00, then G' ~ H. 

PROOF. Assertion a follows from A1.S and the fact that GIG' is totally discon
nected [RlS, 7.31. If dimH = dimG < 00 then dimGIH = 0 by A1.S , and 
assertion b follows from the fact that the connected component can only act triv
ially on the totally disconnected space G I H. 

Al.9 THEOREM . Let G be a locally compact group. Assume that N is a dosed 
normal subgroup, and C is a dosed u-compact subgroup such that dim( C n N) = 0 
and CN = G. Then dimG = dimC +dimN. 

PROOF. Since GIN = CN/N ~ C/(CnN) [RlS, 5.331, the assertion follows from 
Theorem A1.S. 0 

Al.lO DEFINITION . 

a. If, in the situation of Al.D, we have in addition that C and N are con
nected', we say that G is an almod ,emi-dirtct product of C and N. 

b. IT, moreover, the subgroup C is normal as well, we say that G is an almo"t 
direct product of C and N. 

The terminology suggests that every almost (semi-)direct product is • proper 
(semi- )direct product, ·up to a totally disconnected normal subgroup'. This may 
be made precise in two different ways. Either the almost (semi- )simple product is 
obtained from a proper (semi-)direct product by forming the quotient modulo a 
totally disconnected subgroup, or one obtains a proper (semi-)direct product after 
passing to such a quotient. From the first of these viewpoints, our terminology is 
fully justified. In fact, every almost (semi-)direct product G = CN is isomorphic 
to the quotient of the proper (semi-)direct product C " N modulo K, where the 
action of C on N is given by conjugation in G, and K = {(g,g-'); 9 E C n N} is 
isomorphic to the totally disconnected group C n N. 

From the second point of view I our terminology is adequate for a.lmost direct 
products, but almost semi-direct products are more delicate. 

Al.l1 THEOREM. IfG is an almost direct product of (dosed connected) subgroups 
N, and N" then N, n N, is contained in the center of G. The factor group 

2 Note that a locally compact connected group is generated by any compact neighborhood 
[RlS, 5.7], and is therefore u-compact. 
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Gf(N, n N2) is the direct product?f NJ/(N, nN2) and N2/(N, n N2) . Moreover, 
dimG = dim (G/(N, n N2)), and dimN; = dim (N;/(N, n N,)) . 

PROOF. The assertions follow from the fact that the connected group G acts triv
ially on the totally disconnected normal subgroup Nl n N" and AI.5. 0 

Al.I2 EXAMPLE. For almost semi-direct product. G = CN, the intersection CnN 
need not be a normal subgroup of G. E.g., let N = S03R, let C = T, the eire/e 
group, and let -y: C .... N be an embedding. Let a be an element of order 4 in C. 
Now (e, z)(d, y) := (ed, (d-1 )TzdTy) deJines a semi-direct product G = C "N. It 
is easy to see that Z = «(a, (a-1 )T)) is contained in the center of G. We infer that 
G:= G/Z is an almost semi-direetyroquct ofC:= ZC/Z and N:= ZN/Z, and 
that Z(a, 1) = Z(I,aT ) belong. to C n N, but Z(I,a) is not central in G. Since G 
is C0l1!'ect~d and C n N is totally disconnected, normality of C n N would imply 
that C n N is central. 

AI.13 LEMMA . Assume that the topological space X is the countable union 
of relatively compact neighborhoods U. such that dim U. = d for every n, and 
let Y be a separable metric space. If c.p: X -+ Y is a continuous injection, then 
dimX = dimX~ ~ dimY. 

PROOF. We adapt the proof from [RI3). Small inductive dimension is defined 
locally, whence dimX = dim Un for every n. Since Un is compact, we obtain that 
Un and U~ are homeomorphic, and dim Un = dimU;{'. Now rumX¥' = climU: by 
the sum theorem [R3S, p. 14] . Finally, monotony of dim yields that dimX~ ~ 
dimY. 0 

Every locally compact connected group G and every quotient space G/ H, where 
Hi. a closed subgroup of G, sl'tisfies the assumptions on X in AI.l3. In fact, the 
group G is algebraically gener~ted by every compact neighborhood of 1. Therefore, 
we obtain the following applications. 

Al.l4 COROLLARY. Let G be a locally compact connected group. If G acts on 
a separable metric space Y, then dim(G/G,) = dimyG ~ dim Y, where y E Y is 
any point, Gr is its stabilizer, and yO its orbit under the given action. bnportant 
spedal cases are the (allowing. 

a. H L is a Lie group, and Q: G -+ L is a continuous homomorphism, ehen 
dim(G/kera) = dimGa ~ dimL. 

b. IfG acts linearly on V ~ R', then dim(G/G.) = dimvG ~ dimV = n, 
where t1 E V is any vector, G. is its stabilizer, and vG its orbit under the 
given action. 

In general a bijective continuous homomorphism of topological groups need not 
be a topologi~al isomorphlsmi e.g., consider the identity with respect to the discrete 
and some non-discrete group topology. Locally compact connected groups, however, 
behave well. 

Al.l5 THEOREM. Let G be a locally compact group, and assume that Gis <7-

compact. Then the following hold: 
a. If X is a locally compact space, and Q; (X, G) -+ X is a continuous transitive 

action, then the mapping g ..... a(z,g) is open for every z E X. 
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b. If JJ : G -+ H is a surjective continuous homomorpnism onto a locally com
pact group H, then iJ is in fact a topological isomorphism_ 

PROOF. Assertion a is due to [RIOJ, d . also [R23J. Assertion b follows by an ap
plication of a to the regular action of G on H = G". Compare also [R15, 3.29J. 0 

Recall that a locally compact group G i. u-compact if it i. compactly generated; 
in particular if G/GI is compact, or if G/GI is countable. 

A2. The Approximation Theorem 

If G is a locally compact group such that G/GI is compact, then there exist arbi
trarily small compact normal subgroups such that the factor group is a Lie group. 
To be precise: 

A2.1 ApPROXIMATION THEOREM . Let G be a locally compact group such that 
G/G I is compact. 

a. For every neigbborhood U ofl in G there exists a compact DonnaJ subgroup 
N of G such that N S;; U and G/N admits local analytic coordinates that 
render tbe group operations analytic. 

b. If, moreover, dim G < 00, then there exists a neighborhood V of 1 such 
that every subgroup H S;; V satisfies dim H = O. That is, there is a totally 
disconnected compact normal subgroup N such that G / N is a Lie group 
with dimG = dimG/N. 

PROOF_ [R32, Chap. IVJ, [Rll, Th. 9J, see also [R30, 11.10, Th.18J . 0 

A2 .2 REMARK. For locally compact groups in general, one knows that there always 
exists an open subgroup G such that GIGI is compact, d . [Rll, 3.5J. 

We obtain a useful criterion. 

A2.3 THEOREM. A locally compact group G is a Lie group if, and only if, every 
compact subgroup of G is a Lie group. If G is a locally compact group such that 
GIG! is compact, then we can say even more: in this case, the group G is a Lie 
group i~ and only if, every compact normal subgroup is a Lie group. 

PROOF. Closed subgroups of Lie groups are Lie groups; see, e.g., [RIT, VIIl.lj. 
Conversely, assume that every compact subgroup of G is a Lie group. According to 
A2.2, there exists an open subgroup H of G such that H / HI is compact_ Let N be 
a compact normal subgroup of H such that H / N is a Lie group. Then N is a Lie 
group by our assumption, and has, therefore, no small subgroups. Consequently, 
there exists a neighborhood U in H such that every subgroup M S;; N n U is trivial. 
Let M be a compact normal subgroup of H such that M S;; U and H / M is a Lie 
group. Then H/(MnN) is a Lie group as well [Rll, 1.5J, but MnN = {I}. Thus 
H is a Lie group, and G is a Lie group as well, since H is open in G. H GIG1 is 
compact, our proof works for H = G, yielding the second part of our assertion. 0 

For the case where G/GI is compact, the criterion A2.3 can also be deduced 
from the fact that the class of Lie groups is closed with respect to extensions 
[R27, Th. 7J. 



A2. THE APPROXIMATION THEOREM 

Compact subgroups play an important role in the theory of locally compact 
grou~s. T?ey are understood quite well (see also the ehapter on compact groups). 
especIally In the connected case. 

A2.4 THEOREM. Let G be a locally compact group such that GIG' is compact. 

a. Every compact subgroup of G is contained in some maximal compact sub
group ofG. 

b. The maximal compact subgroups of G form a single conjugacy class. 
c. There exists some natural number n sueh that the underlying topological 

space of G is homeomorphic to Rn x C. where C is one of the maximal 
compact subgroups of G. 

d. In particular, every maximal compact subgroup of a locally compact con
nected group is connected. 

PROOF. [R27, §4, Th. 13J , cf. also [R17. Th. 3.1J. and [R21J . 0 

Considering, for example, a discrete jnfin.ite torsion group, one easily sees that 
some connectedness assumption is essential for the mere existence of maximal com
pact subgroups. Note that A2.4, in combination with the solution orD. HILBERT's 
Fifth Problem. provides another proof for A2.3. 

There is, in general, DO natural choice of N such that G / N is a Lie group. 
However, we have: 

A2.5 THEOREM . Let G be a locally compact connected group oEfinite dimension . 
If both NI and N. are closed normal subgroups sueh that dimN; = 0 and GIN; is 
a Lie group, then GIN, is locally isomorphic to GIN •. 

PROOF. The factor group G/(N, n N.) is also a Lie group, cr. (Rll, 1.5). Now 
N;/(N. n N.) is a Lie group of dimension 0, and therefore discrete. This implies 
that GI(N, n N.) is a covering group for both GIN, and GIN.. 0 

It is often more convenient to work with compact normal subgroups than with 
arbitrary closed normal subgroups. The general case may be reduced to the study 
of quotients with respect to compact kernels. 

A2.6 THEOREM. Let G be a locally compact connected group of finite ·dimension. 
If N is a closed normal subgroup such that dimN = 0 and GIN is a Lie group, 
then there exists a compact llonnal subgroup M of G such that M S N and G 1M 
is a Lie group. The natural mapping .. : GIM -+ GIN is a covering. 

PROOF. Choose a compact neighborhood U of 1 in G. According to A2.1b, there 
exists a compact normal subgroup N' such that N' ~ U and GIN' is a Lie group. 
Now M := N n N' has the required properties; in fact, GIM is A Lie group by 
[Rll, 1.5), and the kernel of the natural mapping .. :GIM -+ GIN is a totally 
disconnected Lie group, hence discrete. 0 

A main reason why, in general, quotients with ,respect to compact sub~oups 
behave better than quotients with respect to arbitrary closed subgroups IS the 
fOllOwing. 
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A2.7 LEMMA. Let G be a topological group, and let H be a compact subgroup 
of G. Tben tbe natural mapping lr: G .... Gj H is a perfect mapping, i.e., for every 
compact subset C c:;; GjH tbe preimage C'-' is also compact. 

PROOF. Since H is compact, the natural mapping" is closed [RIS, 5.18}. Now" 
is a dosed mapping with compact fibers, and therefore perfect [Ra, XJ.5). 0 

A3. The rough structure 

In this section, we introduce the lattice of closed connected subgroups of a locally 
compact group, with additional binary operations. We show that this structure 
is preserved under the forming of quotients modulo compact totally disconnected 
normal subgroups. 

We start with a fundamental observation. For subsets A, B of a topological group 
G, let [A,B} be the c/os<d subgroup that is generated by the set {a-'b-'ab; a E 
A, b E B}. With this notation, we have: 

A3.1 LEMMA. Let G be a topological group, and let N be a totally disconnected 
closed normal subgroup of G. 1£ A, B are connected subgroups of G, tben [A, B} = 
{I} if, and only if, [ANjN,BNjN) = {I}. 

PROOF. Tills follows directly from the fact that [A, B) is connected [R27, Lemma 
2.1). 0 

Let G be a locally compa.ct group. 'Ve are interested in the lattice of closed 
connected subgroups; Le., for closed connected subgroups A, B of G, we consider 
the smallest closed (necessarily connected) subgroup AV B that contains both A and 
B, and the biggest connected (necessarily closed) subgroup A II B that is contained 
in both A and B. Note that A II B = (A n B)'. Moreover, we are interested in 
the connected components of the normalizer and the centralizer of B, taken in A 
(denoted by N~B and C~B, respectively). Finally, recall that the commutator 
subgroup [A, B) is necessarily connected, while closedness is enforced by the very 
definition. 

A3.2 DEFINITION. 

a. For any locally compact group, let Struc(G) be the algebra of all dosed 
c~nnected subgroups of 0, endowed with the binary operations V, ", N:I, 
C , [, }, as introduced above. We call Struc(G) the rough .tructUr< of G. 

b. Let Comp( G) be the set of compact connected subgroups of G, and let 
Cpfree( G) be the set of Cf)mpact-/r<e closed connected subgroups of G. 

A3.3 REMARKS. 

a. Note that Comp(G) and Cpfree(G) are subsets but, in general, not sub
algebras of Struc( G). 

b. Of course, Struc(G) = Struc(G'). 

We are going to investigate the efI'ect of continuous group homomorphisms on 
the rough structure. Our results will justify the vague feeling that the quotient of 
a locally compact group by a compact totally disconnected normal subgroup has 
"roughly the same structure". 
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A3.4 PR?POSITION. Let G ~d H be locally compact groups, and let a: G -+ H 
be a contmuous bomomorpblSlD. For every closed connected subgroup A of G I t 
A6 be the closure of AO in H. ' e 

a. Tbe mapping Q maps Struc(G) to Struc(H), and Comp(G) to Comp(H) . 
b. For A $ B $ G, webave tbat A" $ B". 
c. For every cboice of A, B E Struc(G), we bave tbat A" VB" < (A V B)" 

and A" II B6 2: (A II B)". -
d. For every cboice of A, B E Struc( G), we have that (N' B)" < N' BO aod 

6 A. -A.-' 
tbat (C~B) $ C~.Bo. 

PROOF. Assertions a and b are obvious from the definition of Q and the fact 
that every continuous mapping preserves compactness. From A, B :5 C it follows 
that A", B6 $ C 6. This implies that A6 V B6 $ (A V B)" . The second part of c 
follows analogously. Assertion d follows from the well-known inequalities (NAB)" $ 
NA.B" and (CAB)" $ CA.B", combined with the fact that continuous images of 
connected spaces are connected. 0 

_ Even if Q is a quotient morphism with totally disconnected kernel, the mapping 
Q may he far from being injective. E.g., consider eo quotient mapping from R2 onto 
T'. In fact, the rough structure Struc(R') has uncountably many elements, while 
Struc(T') is countable. However, we have: 

A3.S THEOREM . Let G be a locally compact group, let N be a compact totally 
disconnected nonnal subgroup, and let 11'" be the natural epimorphism from G onto 
GIN. Then the following hold: 

a. For every A E Struc(G), we have that A" = A', and that dim A = dim A". 
b. Tbe mapping .. induces an isomorphism ofStruc(G) onto Struc(GIN). 
c. Tbe mapping" induces bijections ofComp(G) onto Comp(GIN) , aod of 

Cpfree(G) onto Cpfree(GIN). 

PROOF. According to A3.3, we may assume that G is connected. Hence G is q

compact, and so is every closed subgroup A ofG. In particular, ABIA E!! BI(AnB) 
for every closed subgroup B of NaA, see IRiS, 5.33). Mutatis mutandis, the same 
assertion holds for the epimorphic images. 
(i) Being an epimorphism with compact kernel, the mapping .. is closed IRIS, 5.18). 
Moreover, we infer that the restriction of'K to A is a closed surjection onto A·, 
hence a quotient mapping. Therefore, dim A = dimAlII' by At.5, and assertion a is 
proved. 
(ii) For every H E Struc(GIN), let H"~ be the connected component of the 
1r-preimage H1If- 1

• Since 'If is continuous, we infer that 1r .... is a mapping Cram 
Struc(GIN) to Struc(G). For every H in Struc(GIN), the group HI(H"~") E!! 

H"-'/(H"~ N) is totally disconnected. Hence H"~" 2: Ht , and H"~" = H since 
H i. connected. For every A in Struc(G), we have that A i. a normal closed 
subgroup of AN = A u-'; recall that N oentrali ... A. The quot~t AN I A E!! 

NI(N n A) is totally disconnected. We infer that A =(AN)' = AU . ~ 
(iii) The mapping ,,+- is monotone. In fact,let H $ KID Struc(GIN). Then H" 
is a connected subgroup of HlII'-1 ~ KlII'-I, hence HlII'~ ~ K·~. In view of A3.4b, 

this shows that .. respects the binary operations V and II. 
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(iv) From A3.1, we infer that" respects the operations [,). and C'. Arguments 
similar to those in step (ii) &how that" respects the operatton N' as well; recall 
that every epimorphism of (discrete) groups maps normalizers to normallzers. 
(v) The natural epimorphism.,.. is a proper continuous mapping, see A2.7. Th~s 
" is a bijection of Comp(G) onto Comp(G/N). For A e Cpfree(G), we obtam 
that AnN = {I}, hence A 2! A" e Cpfree(G/N). Conversely, assume that 
A e Struc( G) \ Cpfree( G). According to A2.4d, there exists a connected non
trivial compact subgroup C of A. Now C· is a non-trivial compact subgroup of 
A'. This completes the proof of assertion c. 0 

A4. Compact groups 

By the following result, the structure theory of compact connected groups is, essen· 
tially, reduced to the theory of compact almost simple Lie groups and the theory 
of compact abelian groups: 

A4.I THEOREM. 

a. Let G be a compact connected group. Then there exist a compact connected 
abelian group C, a family (S;);EI of almost simple compact Lie groups S;, 
and a surjective homomorphism ry : C x n;EI S; -t G with dim ker ry = O. 
The image C" is the connected component of the center of G, and the 
commutator group G' equals (iliEf Si)". 

h. Conversely. every group o{tbe {onn C x iliEf Sj, as in a, is compact; hence 
also (C x n;EI S;)· . 

PROOF. [R29, Th. 1, Th. 2), cf. [R5, App. I, no. 3, Prop. 2), [R21, Remark after 
Lemma 2.4), [R45, §25). 0 

Note that, in general, the connected component C' of the center of G is not a 
complement, but merely a supplement of the commutator group in G. Since the 
topology of the commutator group (OiEf 5,)" is well understood, a complement 
would be fine in order to show the more delicate topological features of G. The 
following result asserts the existence of a complement (which, in general, is not 
contained in the center of G). 

A4.2 THEOREM . Every compact connected group is a semi-direct product of its 
commutator group and an abelian compact cOlUlected group. 

PR.OOF. [R20, 2.4). A generalization to locally compact groups, involving rather 
technical assumptions, is given in [RI9, Th. 6). 0 

For a compact connected group G, let '7: C x iliEf Si -+ G be an epimorphism as 
in A4.1. The possible factors S; are known from Lie Theory; see, e.g., [R36, Ch. 5). 
In order to understand the structure of C, one employs the PONTRYAGIN-VAN 

KAMPEN duality for (locally) compact abelian groups. See [R41), [R42) for a 
treatment that stresses the functorial aspects of duality. The dual C is a discrete 
torsion-free abelian group of ra.nk c, and c equals the covering dimension of C if one 
of the two is finite [R33, Th. 34, p. 108), [RI5, 24.28). Hence there are embeddings 
Z(c) -t C and C -t Q 0 C ~ ctc). Dualizing again, we obtain a convenient 
description of the class of compact connected abelian groups: 
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A4.3 THEOREM. Let C be a compad connected abelian group. 

a. IfC has finite covering dimension c, then there are epimorphisms 0': Q< --+ C 
and T : C --+ Te, both with totally disconoected Icernel. 

b. If C has inJinite covering dimension, then there exists a cardinal number 
c such that there are epimorphisms 0': Q< --+ C and T : C --+ T', both with 
totally disconnected kernel. 

Sometimes, one needs a more detailed descriptioD, as supplied by 

A4.4 REMARK. Dualizing the description of Q as inductive limit of the system 
(!-Z)neN (endowed with natural inclusions !-Z --+ ;!.Z), we obtain that the charac. 
ter group Q i. the projective limit of the system (Tn).eN, where Tn = T for each n, 
with epimorphisms t H till: Tnd -+ Tn . Every one-dimensional compact connected 
group is an epimorphic image of Q. 

Within the boundaries that are set up by the fact that locally compact connected 
abelian groups are divisible [R15, 24.25], we are free to prescribe the torsion sub
group of a one-dimensional compact connected group. In fact, let P be the set of all 
prime numbers, and let P ~ P he an arbitrary subset. In the multiplicative monoid 
of natural numbers, let Np be the submonoid generated by P (i.e., Np consists of 
all natural numbers whose prime decomposition uses only factors from P). With 
this notation, we have: 

A4.S THEOREM . For every subset P ~ P, there exists a compact cOl1llected group 
C with dim C = 1 and the following properties: If c E C has finite order n, then 
n E Np. Conversely, for every n E Np there exists some c E C of order n. 

PROOF. The limit Sp of the subsystem (Tn).e .... of the projective system consid· 
ered in A4.4 has the "'quired property. 0 

See [R15, 10.12-10.15] for alternate descriptions of the 'solenoids" Sp. 

A4.6 EXAMPLES. Of course, S. = Q, and S, = T. Tbe group SI,I is the dual of 
the group U::'=o ;oZ, its torsion group has elements of orders that are not divisible 
byp. 

We conclude this chapter with an observation that relates A4.3 to the inductive 
dimension function, as used in the rest of this paper. 

A4.7 THEOREM. Small inductive dimension and covering dimension coincide for 
compact connected abelian groups. 

PROOF. Let A be a compact connected abelian group, and let d denote its covering 
dimension. The dual group A is discrete [R15, 2~. 17] ~d torsion·free (since A 
is connected, [R15, 24.25]). Assume first th;ot d IS finit~ . According to [R33, 
Th. 34, p. 108], we have the equality d = rank A. For a maxunal free subgro~~ F of 
A we infer that F £;! Z' and AI F is a torsion group. Consequently, the anruhilator 
FJ. is totally disconne;ted and has inductive dimension 0 by Al.Ba. Now T' :! 
F ~ AI(FJ.), and we conclUde from At.5 and AU that ~~ = .dimTd = d. H 
d is infinite, then rank A is infinite, and we infer that dim A IS infinite as well. 0 
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AS. The abelian case 

In this section, we study connected locally compact abelian groups. Special atten
tioD will be given to decompositions of such groups, and their automorphisms. 

For the structure theory of locally compact abelian groups, PONTRJAGIN-VAN 
KAMPEN duality is the strongest tool by far_ See, e.g. [RIS, Chap. VI], [RaJ, 
[Ra3J, [R40, VlJ. For the functorial aspects of duality theory, see [R4IJ, [R42J. 
We give some results that are of interest for our special point of view. In particular, 
we concentrate on the connected case. 

AS.l DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. Let A be a locally compact connected abelian 
group. Tben tbere exist dosed subgroups R and C of A sucb tbat A is tbe (interior) 
direct product R x C, and R ~ R' for some natural number a, while C is compact 
and connected. Tbe group C is the maximal compact subgroup of A, hence it is a 
characteristic subgroup. 

PROOF. [RlS, 9.14J, [R33, Th. 26J. 0 

The Decomposition Theorem is a special case of the Theorem of MALCEV and 
IWASAWA A2.4. Using the decomposition A = R x C, we shall gain information 
about the automorphisms of A. The following lemma, which is also of interest for 
its own sake, will be needed. 

AS.2 LEMMA . Let a, b be natural numbers. Every continuous group homomor· 
pbism from R' to R' is an R-linear mapping. 

PROOF . For every x E Rn and every integer z :fi 0, there exists exactly one element 
y E Rn (namely, ;r) such that zy = r. Therefore every additive mapping p: R' -> 
R' is in fact Q-linear. Continuity or JJ implies that IJ is even R-linear, since Qx is 
dense in Rx for every :z: E R o. 0 

Note that , if a, b :F 0, then there exist many discontinuous Q-linear mappings 
from RO to a", 

Given a decomposition A = R x C as in A5.1, the subgroup R is not character
istic in A = R xC, except if R = A. In fact, we have the following. 

A5.3 THEOREM. Let C be a compact group, R S!! R', and A = R x C. 

a. IfQ:R -> C is a continuousbomomorphism, tben ra:= {(r,ra);r E R} 
is 8 closed subgroup of A, and r a S!! R. Moreover, tbe mapping Pa := 
(r, c) >-t (r, rae» is an automorphism of A. 

b. If B is a dosed subgroup of A sucb tbat B S!! R', tben tbere exists some 
continuous homomorphism Q: R -t C such that B :5 r cr. In particular, 
b < a. 

c. If p: R -> A is a continuous bomomorphism sucb tbat R" is not closed in 
A, tben R" C C. 

PROOF. Assertion a is straightforward, using the fact that the graph of a contin
uous function is closed, if the codomain i. Hausdorfl'. Let B S!! R' be a closed 
subgroup of A. We consider the projections "R: A -> R: (r, c) >-t r and "c: A -> 
C: (r, c) H c. Since B is compact-free, the restriction of 1f'R to B is injective. Hence 
there exis~s a section u: R -t B, and for a := U1f'C we infer that B ~ r Q . This 

so 
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proves b. Let 1': R -t A be a continuous homomorphism and assume that R" '1 e. 
Then RJ'1I'A is a non-trivial subgroup or R == aG, We infer that JJ7rR is an R-linea.r 
mapping, and that there exists a section U' R -t R Now R" < r 'IS closed 'n . '. _ (lpftc 1 
A. This proves assertion c . 0 

AS.4 EXAMPLES. 

a. Dense one-parameter sub8TOups (or dense analytical subgroups) are familiar 
from Lie theory; most prominent, perhaps, is the "dense wind" R -t T'. In 
the realm of Lie 8TOups, the closure of a non· closed analytical sub8TOuP has 
larger dimension than the sub8TOuP itself. 

b. The dual of the monomorphism Q -t R, where Q carries the discrete 
topo~ogy, yields a monomorphism R -> Q with dense image. Note that 
dim Q = 1 := dim R . Equjdjmensional immersions are typjcal for non-Lie 
8TOups; see [R22J, and AS.S below. 

Next, we study automorphism groups of locally compact connected abelian 
groups. We endow Aut (A) with the coarsest Hausdorff topology that makes Aut( A) 
a topological (not necessarily locally compact) transformation group on A (see [RIJ, 
[RIS, §26Jl. With respect to this topology, Aut(A) and Aut(A) are isomorphic as 
topological groups [RIS, 26.9J. This has the following immediate consequences 
[RIS. 26.8, 26.1OJ: 

AS.S THEOREM. 

a. The 8TOuP of automorphisms of a compact abelian 8TOuP is totally discon
nected. 

b. Let G be a connected 8TOuP, and assume that N is a compact abelian normal 
subgroup ofG. Th';" N lies in th. center ofG. , 

AS.6 Let R and e be arbitrary topological groups, but assume that e is abelian'. 
It will be convenient to use additive nota.tion. Let a be an endomorphism of the 
direct sum R$e, and assume that a leaves e invariant. Since (r+c)O = rO +co, we 
ean write a as the (pointwise) sum of the restrictions aiR and ale. Since Co ~ e, 
the restriction ale may be considered as an endomorphism of C. The restriction 
QIR may be decomposed as the sum of the co-restrictioDS QI~ and QI~, i.e., we 
write rQ" = ral~ + rali I where rC)l~ E R and rali € C. It is very convenient to use 

the matrix description 

In fact, an easy computation shows that the usual matrix product describes the 
composition of endomorphisms of R$ e, namely 

( l
Oft _ ( ) (al~fJl~ al~fJlli + allifJle) 

r,c - r,c 0 alcfJle 

3U C ia not abelian, the following reDW'ks remain valid if we consider Hom(R, Z) instead of 

Hom(R, e), where Z is the center of C. 
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The group of all automorphisms of R ED C that leave C invariaot is obtained as 

{ (~ ~); P E Aut(R),'Y E Aut(C),g E Hom(R,C)} 

Obviously, we have that 

{C~R i!o); 9 E Hom(R,C)} 

is a normal subgroup, and that 

{ (~ i~o); P E Aut(R)} aod {C~R ~); 'Y E Aut(C)} 

are subgroups that centralize each other. That is, the group of those 8utomorphisms 
of R E!) C that leave C invariant can be written as a semi-direct product Aut(R) " 
Hom(R, C) "Aut(C)_ Note that parentheses are not necessary. 

A5_7 THEOREM. Let A be a locally compact connected abelian group, and write 
A = RC, where R::: R· and C is compact aod connected. 

a_ Tbe group of automorphisIDS of A is isomorphic to tbe semi-direct prod
uct Aut(C)" Hom(R·, C) ,. GL.R, tbe connected component Aut(A)' is 
isomorphic to Hom(6,RA),. GL.R. 

b. If dim C = c < oc, then Aut(A)' is a linear Lie group; in fact, there is a 
monomorphism" Aut(A) -> GL,Q" Hom(Q' ,RA) ,. GLAR, where Q and 
GL,Q cany tbe discrete topologies. 

PROOF. The group Aut(A) leaves invariant the (unique) maximal compact sub
group C of A. Together with the remarks in A5_6, this gives the first part , - -
'of the assertion. From Hom(R,C) . ::: Hom(C,RO) $ Hom(Q ® C,RA) we infer 
that there exists a monomorphism from Aut(A) to the group L := Aut(C) " 
Hom(Q', R·) ,. GL.R. Now assume that dim C < 00. According to [RlS, 24.28), 
dim(Q ® 6) = rank 6 = dim C. Hence L is a (linear) Lie group. Since L has no 
small subgroups, the same holds for Aut(A). Hence Aut(A)' is a (connected) Lie 
group [R32, Ch. III, 4.4), aod the restriction of, to Aut(A)' is aoalytic, see [R17, 
VII, Th. 4.2) or [R44, Sect. 2.11). 0 

A5.S COROLLARY. Let G be a locally compact connected group, aod assume tbat 
A is a closed connected nonnal abelian subgroup ofG. IfdimA < 00, tben G/CGA 
is an analytic subgroup ciRca )4 OLaR, where C is a compact group of dimension 
c, andA""'R-xC. 

An important application is the following. 

A5_9 THEOREM. Let G be a compact group, and assume tbat a is a natural num
ber, and tbat C is a compact connected abelian group. If J.I: G -> Aut(RA X C) is 
a continuous homomorphism of topological groups, then the following hold: 
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a. Both KII and C are invariant under GI'. 
h. Tbere exists a positive definite symmetric bilinear (orm on Rill. that is in

variant under G". Consequent/y, J.I induces a completely reducible R-linear 
action of G on Rill.. 

c_ If G" is connected, tben G" acts trivially on C. 
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PROOF. Assertion a follows from A~.7 and the fact that Hom(C,R) is compact. 
free. The group C" induces a co'."pact subgroup of GLoR. According to [RIS, 22.23), 
or [R.36, Chap. 3 §4), there exJsts a C"·lnvariant positive definite symmetric bi. 
linear form q ~n RO. If V is a C··invariant subspace of RO, then the orthogonal 
complement with respect to q is C"·invariant as well. This completes the proof of 
assertion b . The last assertion follows from AS.Sa. 0 

An interesting feature of locally compact connected abelian groups is the fact 
that the lattice of closed connected subgroups is complemented: 

A~.IO THEOREM. Let A be a locally compact connected abelian group, and as. 
sume that B is a dosed connected subgroup of A. Then there .,osts a dosed 
connected subgroup K of A such that A = BK and dim(B n K) = 0 (i.e., B n K 
is totally disconnected). 

PROOF . It suffices to show the existence of a closed subgroup S such that BS = A 
and dim(B n S) = 0; in fact, connectedness of A implies that BS' = A (consider 
the action of A on the totally disconnected homogeneous space A/(BS')). 

(i) Assume first that A is compact. Then the dual group Ais discrete [RI~, 23.17) 
and torsion·free (since A is connected, [RlS, 24.25)). Consequently, A embeds in 
Q := Q ® A, taken with the discrete topology. Since A spans the Q-vector space 
Q. there exists a basis E C A for Q. Moreover, we can choose E in such a way 
that En BJ. is a basis for the subspace U spanned by BJ.. Now E \ BJ. spans a 
complement V of U in Q. Writing L := V n A, we infer that BJ. n L = {I} . Since 
E C BJ. U L, the factor group Q/ (BJ.L) is a torsion group, and so is A/(BJ.L). 
We conclude that BLJ. = A, and dim(B n LJ.) = O. 

(ii) In the general case, we write A = R x C and B = S x D with compact groups 
C, D, where R ~ R- and S::! Ri, According to A5.3b, there exists a continuous 
homomorphism 0: R .... C such that Sis contained in the graph ro, and A = r 0 xC 
by AS.3a. Therefore, we may assume that S = R' ~ R = RO. For any subgroup 
Z O!! ZO of R" such that B n Z £! Z', the group A/Z is compact, and BZ/Z is a 
compact, hence closed, subgroup. Now (i) applies, and we infer that there .,osts a 
closed subgroup S of A such that A = BS and dim(B n S) = o. 0 

A~.ll REMARKS. 

a . The ""ample of a tw<Hlimensional indecomposable group in [R40, Bsp. 68) 
shows that, in general, a complement for a closed connected subgroup need 

not exist . 
h. Complements do exist in abelian connected Lie .~uPSi thi~ can b: deri;ed 

from the fact that, in this case, the dual group IS Isomorphic to R x Z . 
c. If A is a locally compact abelian group, and B is a closed connected subgroup 

of A such that B is a Lie group (Le., B is isomorphic to RO x T' for suitable 
cardinal numbers a < 00 and c), then there exists a complement for B in 

A, see [R.3, 6.16). 
d. The assertion of AS.IO can also be derived from b and A3.~. 
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A6. Notions of simplicity 

We are now going to introduce the concepts "almost simple" I "semi-simple" I "min
imal closed connected abelian normal subgroup" 1 ·solvable radical" in the context 
oflocally compact connected groups of finite dimension. See [R17, XI1.3_1J for .. 
comparison of the coneepl9 of solvability and nilpotency in topological groups and 
in discrete groups. 

A locally compact connected non-abelian group G is called •• mi-simpl. if it has 
no non-trivial closed connected abelian normal subgroup; the group G is called 
almost .impl. if it has no proper non-trivial closed connected normal subgroup. 

Let (G; );E/ be a family of normal subgroups of a topological group G. Gener
alizing A1.10b, we call the group G an almost direct product of the groups G;, if 
G is generated by U;EI G; and the intersection of Gj with the subgroup generated 
by U;E/\ {j} G; is tota\ly disconnected. Examples are given by compact connected 
groups A4.1, and also by semi-simple groups: 

A6.1 THEOREM. A loca\ly compact connected group of finite dimension is semi
simple if, and only if, it is tbe almost direct producl of a finite family (S;h:S;Sn of 
almost simple (closed connected) subgroups S;. 

PROOF. This follows from the corresponding theorem on Lie groups [R.5, III §9 
no. 8 Prop. 26) via the Approximation Theorem A2.la and A3.S. 0 

A6.2 THEOREM. Let G be a locally compact connected group. 

a. If G is almost simple, then every proper closed normal subgroup is contained 
in the center Z ofG, and Z is totally disconnected. In particular, G/Z is a 
simple Lie group witb dimG/Z = dimG < DC . 

b. If G is semi-simple and of finite dimension, then every closed connecled 
Donnal subgroup is of the form. SiJ ... S,., where the 5iJ are some of the 
almost simple factors from A6.1. 

PROOF. Let N he a proper closed normal subgroup of G. The connected compe>
nent Nt is a proper closed connected normal subgroup of G. If G is aimoot simple, 
we inf~r that N' = {I}. Via conjugation, the connected group G acts trivia\ly on 
the tota\ly disconnected group N . Therefore N is contained in Z_ Applying this 
reasoning to the case where N = Z, we obtain that Z is tota\ly disconnected. The 
rest of assertion a follows from AI.S and A2.1. Assertion b follows from A3.S and 
the corresponding theorem on Lie groups [R.5, I, §6, no. 2, Cor. 1; III, §6, no. 6, 
Prop. 14J. 0 

Our next observation makes precise the intuition that an almost simple group 
either has large compact subgroups, or large solvable subgroups. 

A6.3 THEOREM. Let G be a loca\ly compact connected alm""t simple group. 
Then there exist a compact subgroup C and closed connected subgroups T and D 
of G such that tbe following hold. 

8. The group C is compact and semj-simple, T is a subgroup of dimension at 
most 1 that centralizes C, and D is solvable. 

b. G=TCD,anddimG$dimC+dimD+l. 
c. The group D is a simply connected, compact-free linear Lie group. 
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d. The center Z of G is contained in TC, and TC/Z is a maximal compact 
subgroup ofG/Z, while CZ/Z is the commutator group ofTC/Z. 

PRO~F . The. centralizer of ~he co.romutator group of a maximal compact subgroup 
of a simple Lie group has dimension at most 1. The assertions follow immediately 
from tbe Iwasawa decomposition for simple real Lie groups (Rl4 VI 5.3J by an 
application of A3.5 and A2.1. 0 ' , 

A6.4 THEOREM . Let G be a locally compact group, and assume that A is a 
closed connected abelian nonnal subgroup such that dim A < 00. Then there exists 
a minimal closed cODnected abelian normal subgroup M $ A, and 0 < dim M $ 
dim A . Moreover: 

a. Either the group M is compact, or it is isomorphic witb Rm, where m = 
dimM. 

b. If M is compact j then M Jjes in the center of the connected component G2 . 

PROOF. Tbe set A of closed connected abelian nonnal subgroups of G tbat are 
contained in A is partially ordered by inclusion. Since dim X = dim Y for X, YEA 
implies that X = Y by Al.8b, there are only chains of finite length in A. The 
maximal compact subgroup C of a minimal element of A is a closed connected 
characteristic subgroup of M , hence either M = C or C = {l} by minimality. In 
the latter case, M ~ Rm by AS.1. Assertion b is immediate from AS.Sb. 0 

From A6.4, we infer that the class of locally compact connected groups of finite 
dimension splits into the class of semi-simple groups, and the class of groups with 
a minimal closed connected abelian normal subgroup M . The action of G on M 
via conjugation is well understood: 

A6.5 THEOREM. Let (j be a locally compact group, and assume that there exists 
8 minimal dosed connected abelian normal subgroup M:=: Rm. 

a . The group G acts (via conjugation) R·linearly and irreducibly on M . 
b. The factor group L = G/CGM is a linear Lie group, in fact, a closed 

subgroup ofGLmR. The commutator group S of L is also closed in GLmR, 
and we have that L =:! SZ , where 5 is eitber trivial or semi-simple, and Z 
is the connected component of tbe center of L. Moreover, Z is isomorpbic 
to a closed connected subgroup ofthe multiplicative group C· . 

c. For every one-parameter subgroup R of M, we have that dimG/CGR $ 
dimM. 

PROOF. The action via conjugation yields a CODt~uoUS homomorphism G -+ GLmR, 
d. A5.2. Every invariant subspace V of M ~ Rm is a closed connected normal 
subgroup of G. Minimality of M implies that V = M, or V is trivial . This proves 
assertion a. 

The factor group G/CGM is a Lie group (RIT, ~Il.l.lJ, ~hich acts efl'ectively 
on M ~ Rm. This action is a continuous homomorphism of Lie groups. From [RS, 
Il.6.2, Cor. 1(ii)J we infer that the image L of G/CGM in GLmR is an analytic 
subgroup. Moreover, we know that L is irreducible on Rm. Aceording to (RTJ, the 
group L is closed in GLmR. Hence we msy identify L and G/CGM, d . AI.15. 
The commutator group S of L is closed, see [RlT, XVlII.4.5J. 
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From [R44, 3.16.2) we infer that the radical of the group L i. contained in the 
center Z of L, whence L = SZ. According to Sehur's Lemma [R28, p. 118, p. 257], 
the centralizer of L in EndR(M) is " skew field. Since this skew field is also a 
finite-dimensional algebra over R, we infer that it is isomorphic to R, C, or H, cr. 
[R9J. (See also [R6, 6.7J.) Thus Z generates" commutative subfield of H, hence 
Z :S C'. This completes the proof of assertion b. 

Assertion c follows readily from Al_14b, since by linearity CaR = Car for 
every non-trivial element r of R. 0 

A6_6 THEOREM. In every locally compact connected group G oflinite dimension, 
there exists a maximal dosed connected solvable normal subgroup (called the solv
able radical va of G). Of course, G = va iiI G is solvable, and va is non-trivial 
ifG is not semi-simple. The factor group G/va is semi-simple (or trivial) . 

PROOF. Obviously, the radical is generated by the union of all closed connected 
normal solvable subgroups, cf. [R27, Th. 15) . 0 

If G is a connected linear Lie group, or a 3imply connected Lie group, it is known 
[RI7, XVIII.4), [R44, 3.18.13) that there exists a closed subgroup S of G such that 
G = sva and dim(S n va) = o. Such a (necessarily semi-simple) subgroup is 
called a Levi-complement in G. Even for Lie groups, however, such an S does not 
exist in general (see [R44, Ch. 3, Ex. 47J for an example). Apart from the fact that, 
in the Lie case, one has at least an analytic (possibly non-closed) Levi complement 
[R44, 3.18.13], one also has some information about the general case: 

A6.7 THEOREM. 

a_ Let L be a Lie group, and let 5 be a semi-simple analytic subgroup of L. 
Then the dosure of S in L is an almost direct product of S and an abelian 
closed connected subgroup/of L. 

b_ Let G be a locally compact connected group oflinite dimension, and let va 
be the solvsble radical of G. Then there exists a closed subgroup H of G 
such that G = Hva and (H n va)1 :S CaH. 

PROOF. Without loss, we may assume that S is dense in L. The adjoint action of 
S on the Lie algebra I of L is completely reducible, hence there exists a complement 
c of the Lie algebra 5 of S such that [5, cJ :S en [I,~ . According to [RI7, XVI.2.1J, 
we have that [I, ~ = [.,5J = 5. This implies that [" cJ = 0, and assertion a follows. 

If G is a Lie group, then assertion b can be obtained from a. In fact, the closure 
of the Levi complement S of G is of the form SC, where C is a closed connected 
subgroup of CaS, and the connected component of SC n va is contained in the 
radical C of SC. Applying A3.5, we obtain assertion b in general. 0 

A6_8 REMARK. If G is an algebraic group, then the decomposition in A6_7b is 
the so-called algebraic Levi decomposition into an almost semi-direct product of a 
reductive group and the unipotent radical, see [R36, Ch. 6J. 

A 7. On the existence of non .. Lie groups of finite dimension 

In this section, we construct some examples of non-Lie groups, and solve the 
problem whether or not a given simple Lie group is the quotient of some almost 
simple non-Lie group. 
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A1.1 LEMMA. Assume tbat (I,» is a directed set, and let (7r;j:G; -+ Gj);> . be 
a proJectJ~e sy~tem of locally compact groups. If 1fij has compact kernel for ~ i,j 
sucb tbat , > ], tben tbe projective limit is a locally compact group. 

PROOF. Let G be the projective limit. For every i E I, the natural mapping 
1fi: G -+ Gj has compact kernel, since this kernel is the projective limit of compact 
groups. Hence 7r; is a proper mapping by A2.7, and the preimage of a compact 
neighborhood in G; is a compact neighborhood in G. 0 

A1.2 LEMMA . Assume tbat (I, » is a directed set, and let (7r;j: G; -+ Gjl;> . be a 
projective system of locally compact groups such tbat ker7r;j is finite for all~ > j . 
Let G denote tbe projective limit. If 1 bas a smallest element, tben every projection 
7r;: G -+ G; bas compact totally disconnected kernel. 

PROOF. Assume that a is the smallest element of I . For every i E I , let K; 
denote the kernel of 7rioo The kernel of 11'0 is the projective limit K of the system 

(7rijl~ : Ki --+ Kj) i>j ' Since ker7ri :s ker1f. , the assertion follows from the fact 
that K is a closed subgroup of the compact totally disconnected group n;Ei K;. 0 

A 1.3 THEOREM . Let G be a locally compact connected group offinite dimension. 

a. If G is not a Lie group, and N is a compact totally disconnected Dormal 
subgroup such that GJ N is a Lie group, then there exists an infinite sequence 
1rn:Ln+1 -+ Lft olen-fold coverings of connected Lie groups such that Lo = 
GIN and 1 < Cn < 00 for every n. 

h. Conversely, let L be a connected Lie group, and let '1rn: L,,+! -+ Ln be 
an i.nfinite sequence of en-fold coverings of connected Lie groups such tha.t 
Lo = L and 1 < Cn < 00 for every n. Tben there exists a locally compact 
connected lloll·Lie group G witb & compact totally disconnected normal 
subgroup N such tbal GIN 9! L. 

PROOF. Assume that G and N satisfy the assumptions of a . If N is discrete, 
then G is a Lie group, in contradiction to our assumption. Hence there exists a 
neighborhood U of 1 in G such that N <J, U and N n U oF {I}. According to A2.1, 
there exists some compact normal subgroup M £ U such that GIM is a Lie group. 
The natural mapping GIN -+ GI(N nM) in proper finite covering. Iterating this 
process, we obtain assertion 8. 

In the situation of h, consider the projective system 11'",,: Ln+l -+ Ln. By A7.1, 
the limit is a loeally compact group G. The projective limit N of the kernels of the 
natural mappings G -+ G, is a compact infinite group, and N is totally disconnected 
by A1.2. Hence G is not a Lie group. 0 
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A7.4 REMARKS . 

a. Our technical assumption in A7.2 that I has a smallest element seems 
to be adequate for the application in A 7.3b. The example [R22, bot· 
tom of page 260] of an infinite-dimensional projective limit of a system of 
one-dimensional groups shows that A 7.2 does not hold without some as· 
sumption of the sort. 

b. Theorem A7.3b could also be derived from [R22, 2.2, 3.3]. Roughly speak· 
ing, the method of K.H. HOFMANN, T.S . Wu and J.S. YANG [R22] con· 
sists of a dimension-preserving compacti£.cation of the center of a given 
group. 

A7.5 The fundamental group of a semi·simple compact Lie group is finite, d. 
[R26, §7.12]. This implies that, for a connected Lie group L, the existence of a 
sequence of coverings as in Theorem A 7.3 is equivalent to the exis,tenee of a cen
tral torus in a maximal compact subgroup of L. The 6imple Lie groups with this 
property are sometimes called hermitian grouP!, they give rise to non-compact irre
ducible hennitian symmetric spaces [R14, VIII.6.1J . In the tenninology of [R43J, 
the corresponding simple Lie algebras are the real forms Af" (1 $ p $ ¥), B:'" 
(/ > 2), D:'" (/ > 3), D~, (p > 2), D~'+1 (p ;?: 2), E6c- aj , E,c-"j ' In [Ra6] , 
these algebras are denoted as su"I+._, (including su",), 50',1-10 50',1-2, U;,(H), 
u;,+.(H), EIlI, and EVIl, respectively. 

Consequently, we know the locally compact almost simple non-Lie groups. 

A7,6 THEOREM. Let G be a locally compact connected group, and assume that 
G is not a Lie group. Then G is almost simple if, and only if, the center Z of G is 
totally disconnected and G/Z is a hennitian group (cf. A7,5). 

Of course, a. similar result holds for semi-simple non-Lie groups: at least one of 
the almost simple factors in A6,! is not a Lie group. 

AS. Arcwise connected subgroups of locally compact groups 

In the theory of Lie groups, arewise connectedness plays an important role. In fact, 
according to .. theorem of H. YAMABE JR12], the arcwise connected subgroups of 
a Lie group are in one-to-one correspondence witb the subalgebras of the corre
sponding Lie algebra. Our aim in this section is to extend this to the case of locally 
compact groups of finite dimension. To this end, we shall refine the topology of the 
arc component, and show that we obtain a Lie group topology. 

AS,l DEFINITION. Let G be .. topological group, and let U be a neighborhood 
base at 1. For W e U, let Uw = {U e U; U ~ W}, of course Uw is again .. 
neighborhood base at 1. For every U e U, we denote by U·K the arc component 
of 1 in U. For W e U, let UW' = {U·K ; U e Uw}. 

E8IlY verification shows that the system {V g; V E UW', 9 E G} forms .. base for 
a group topology on G. For every W e u, we obtain the same group topology on 
G, this topology shall be denoted by'Tw-_ . Obviously, the topology 'Tuo-- is 
locally arcwise connected. 
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AS.2 PROPOSITION. 

a. The topology rU'"~ is finer thM the oogioal topology on G. 
b . A function a: [0,1)-+ G is contiouous with respect to the oogioal topology 

if, and only if, it is continuous with respect to TUlocU'C. 

PROOF. For U E U and 9 E U. we find V E U such that Vg C;; U. Now VO"'g C;; U, 
and we infer that U E rUl.'~' The 'only if"-part of assertion b follows immediately 
from a. So assume that Q is continuous with respect to the original topology, let 
r E [0,1) and U E U. By continuity, there is a connected neighborhood [ of r such 
that [0 C Uro. Now continuity of a with respect to rUl"~ follows from the fact 
that lQ ~ UarcrQ. 0 

A8.3 COROLLARY. 

a. The arc component GAre of G coincides with the arc component of G with 
respect to Twoc.,.,. 

h. AlgebraicalJy, Gare. is generated by uarc for every U E U. 
c. With respect to rutocale, the arc component is again arcwise connected. 

While Care is underStood to be endowed with the induced original topology, we 
shall wri te 0'0< m for the topological group GO'" with the topology induced from 
ru' •• ~ . Accordiog to A8.2a, the inclusion GO'" -+ G yields a continuous injection 
£: Gloc arc ~ C. 

AS.4 THEOREM. Assume that G is a locally compact group of finite dimension, 
and let U be a neighborhood base at 1. Then the following hold: 

a. If W E U is the direct product of a compact totally disconnected nonnal 
subgroup C ofG and some local Lie group A C;; G, then G'" is algebraically 
generated by tbe connected component AI, In particular, GI :5 Garee. 

b. The factor grollp G/C i. a Lie group, io fact, the natural mapping".: G-+ 
G/C restricts to a topological isomorphism of A onto a neighborhood of 1 
io G/C. 

c. Gloc arc is a connected Lie group, and "11': G'oc arc: -+ (G Ie). is a covering. 
d. The arc component Garc is dense ill Gl, 
e. The sets Hom(R, G) and Hom(R, G"') coioade. The mappiog 

a >-+ at: Hom(R, 0''''0''') -+ Hom(R, G) 

is a bijection. 

PROOF. For every U e U, the connected component GI is contained in the aub
group (U) that is algebraically generated by U. In particular, GI $ (W) = C(A); 
recall that C is a normal subgroup of G. The connected component A I is arcwise 
connected, therefore A I = W"' . This implies that A I i. open in 0'''' we. whence 
0'0' m = (A I). This proves assertion a. From the fact that W i. the direct product 
of C and A, we conclude that ".IA i. injective. The quotient mapping ". is open, 
hence A- = W- is open in G/C. Therefore, the group G/C is locally isomorphic 
to A, and b is proved. Since V := (AI)- is open in G/C, we obtain that (G/C)I is 
generated by V. Hence Llr: O'",m -+ (G/C)I is suriective, and assertion c holds. 
An application of A3.5b to the closure of G'''' and the restriction of". to GI yields 
assertion d. Finally, assertion e is an immediate consequence of AS.2b. 0 
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A8.S REMARKS. 

R. From K. IWASAWA's local product theorem [Rll, Th. B] we know that 
in every locally compact group there exists a neighborhood W with the 
properties that are required in A8.4a. 

b. In view of A8.4e, we define the Lie algebra of G as Hom(R, G), cf. [RaO, 
11.11.9, p. 140]. We then have the exponential function expo Hom(R, G) -4 

G:a>-t I". For every subalgebra 5 of Hom(R,G), it seems reasonable to 
define the corresponding arc";'e connected subgroup tbat is generated by 
exp 5. This is in contrast with R. LASHOF's definition [Ral, 4.20], while our 
definition ofthe Lie algebra essentially amounts to the same as R. LASHOF's. 

c. A source for further information on G might be the epimorphism 

'1:O'o<",c xC -4 G= G&~C:(x,c) >-t x'c. 

Note that 1] is a local isomorphism, and therefore a quotient mapping. 
d. As an immediate consequence of the local product theorem, we have that 

a locally compact group of finite dimension is a Lie group if, and only if, it 
is locally connected. However, it is not clear a priori that (;I0carc is locally 
compact. 

We collect some consequences of AS.4. 

AS.6 THEOHEM. Let G be a locally compact connected group offinite dimension. 

a. Let M be a compact normal subgroup such tbat dim M = 0 and GI M 
is a Lie group. For tbe natural mapping "M: G -4 GIM, we bave tbat 
'''M:O'°cm -4 GIM is a covering. In particular, dimG = dimGIM = 
dim G10c arc . : 

b. Tbe group G is a Lie grbup if, and only if, tbe composite '''M is a finite 
covering. 

c. If H is a connected Lie group, and a: H -4 G is a continuous bomomor
phism, tben a factors througb ,. 

d. Tbe group G i. a Lie group if, and only if, tbe morphism, i. surjective. 

PROOF. The kernel K = G&"'nM of '" i. closed in O'0c &'" and totally di.connected. 
Since Glocarc is a Lie group, we infer that K is discrete. Since G'0eare and GIM 
are connected Lie groups of the same dimension, we conclude that ,,1r is surjective, 
hence assertion a holds. If G is a Lie group, then G = Gale = Gloe arc. Being totally 
disconnected, the subgroup M is discrete and compact, hence finite. Thus 1f'M is 
a finite covering. Now assume that '''M has finite kernel K = Gm n M . Let U 
be a neighborhood of 1 in G such that un K = {I}. According to A2.lb, there 
exists an normal totally disconnected compact subgroup N such that N C U and 
GIN is a Lie group. For every such N, we obtain that t.1fN is an isomorphism. 
If N is non-trivial, we may pass to a neighborhood V of 1 in U such that N is 
not contained in V. Then we find a normal compact subgroup N' C N n V, and 
obtain a proper covering GIN' ~ GIN, in contradiction to the {act that ,,7rN' is an 
isomorphism. This implies that N = {I}, and G is a Lie group. Thus assertion b 
is proved, In the situation of c, it suffices to show that c:r is continuous with respect 
to 'Tulocue; in fact HO is arcwise connected, hence contained in Gare. For every 
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U E U, we find a neighborhood V of 1 in H such that va <;; U. Since H i. locally 
arcwise connected, we may assume that V is arcwise connected. This implies that 
V O s; U .. rc 

I whence Q is continuous with respect to IU10c aft. In order to prove d, 
assume first that," is surjective. Then L is a homeomorphism by the open mapping 
theorem [RIll, 5.29), hence G is a Lie group. The proof of d is completed by the 
observation that every connected Lie group is arcwise connected. 0 

A9. Algebraic groups 

In this last section, we briefly indicate bow certain results from the theory of com
plex algebraic groups yield results on the rough structure of locally compact groups 
of finite dimension. 

Let G be a locally compact group. If dim G < 00, and A, B E Struc(G) such that 
A < B, then dim A < dimB by A1.8b. Consequently, every chain in Struc(G) 
has a maximal and a minimal element. This corresponds to the fact that analytic 
(arcwise connected) subgroups of a Lie group are in one-to-one correspondence 
to the subalgebras of the Lie algebra, where the dimension function is obviously 
injective on every chain. Upper bounds for the dimension of subgroups of a given 
locally compact group G yield lower bounds for the dimension of separable metric 
spaces that admit a non-trivial action of G, ct. Al-14. In order to gain information 
about the maximal elements in Struc( G), we shall try to employ information from 
the theory of algebraic groups. The maximal algebraic subgroups of a complex 
algebraic group are understood quite well. E.g. , one has the following result , cf. 
[R24, 30A). 

A9_1 THEOREM. Let G be a reductive complex algebraic group. Then every maxi
mal algebraic subgroup of G either is parabolic or has reductive Zariski-eompoDent. 

Parabolic subgroups are those that contain a Borel subgroup. Every parabolic 
subgroup is a conjugate of a so called standard parabolic subgroup, and these are 
easy to describe. In fact, they are in one-tCH>oe correspondence to the subsets of a 
base for the lattice of roots of G relative to a maximal torus. Cf. [R24, 30.1). 

The reductive subgroups of reductive complex algebraic groups are known, see 
[R4) . 

There arises the question as to what extent these results are applicable in order 
to describe the maximal closed subgroups of a given locally compact group, or even 
a Lie group. First of all, we note that an important class of Lie groups consists in 
fact of algebraic groups, ct. [R36, Ch. 3, Tb. 5). 

A9_2 THEOREM. Let G be a eonnected eomplex linear Lie group, and assume 
that G equals its commutator group. Then G admits a unique complex algebraic 
structure. In particular, every complex semi-simple linear Lie group is complex 
algebraic. 

While every algebraic subgroup of a complex algebraic group G i. closed in 
the Lie topology, the convene does not hold in general. However, the structure 
of the algebraic clo.,,,e H'" of a connected analytic subgroup H of G (i.e., the 
smallest algebraic subgroup that contains H) is to some extent controlled by the 
structure of H. In particular, the eommutator group of H'" equals that of H, ct. 
[R18, VIII.3.l). This implies the following. 

11 
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A9_3 THEOREM_ Let G be a complex semi-simple linear Lie group. Then every 
maximal closed connected subgroup is algebnUc. 

Via complexification, we obtain an estimate for the possible dimensions of max
imal closed subgroups of rcal semi-simple Lie groups (and thus of loeally compact 
semi-simple groups). 

A9_4 THEOREM. Let G be a semi-simple (real) Lie group. If H is a proper sub
group, then dimH 5 ma, wherema denotes the maximal (complex) dimension of 
proper subgroups of the complexiiicatian of G. 

Since, e.g_, the parabolic subgroups have no counterpart in compact real forms, 
the estimate in A9_4 may be quite rough_ However, it is attained in the case of 
split real forms. 

A9_~ EXAMPLE. Consider a complex simple Lie group of type G,. Then a reduc
tive subgroups is eitber serm-simple of type A2 , A) x AI, AI, or a product of AI with 
a one-dimensional centralizer, or abelian of dimension at most two. The maximal 
parabolic subgroups are semi-direct products ot a Levi factor of type Al and a solv
able radical of dimension 6. Consequently, if G is a locally compact almost simple 
group such that the factor group modulo the center is a real form of G" thea the 
maximal elements in Struc( G) have dimension at most 9. Note that, if G is the 
compact real form, then every subgroup is reductive, and the maximal elements in 
Struc(G) bave dimension at mast 8. Since dimG = 14, we infer that ifG acts 
non-trivially on a separable metric space X, then dimX ~ 5, and dim X ~ 6 HG 
is compact. 
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